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Raphael Terroni  
The Committee of the British Music Society regrets to announce the sudden death of its former Chairman and 
Vice-Chairman, Raphael Terroni. It is hard to convey the depth of the emotions that this event has generated 
in us all and the full impact of the loss of Raphael is still to sink in. As a tribute, the front page of this issue 
of BMS News is celebrating our friend and colleague by printing a fuller version of the obituary by Garry 
Humphreys, originally published in The Independent on Wednesday, 19 September 2012. 
(NB: John Gibbons’ October Chairman’s Message will be found on page 81) 

At his Wigmore Hall debut in February 1974 the pianist Raphael Terroni played a programme 
of sonatas by Beethoven, Prokofiev and Rachmaninov; but it is the promotion of music by 
twentieth-century British composers with which his name will be associated and for his 
involvement in the British Music Society from its formation in 1978, serving as chairman 
from 1983-6 and from 2000-6, until he resigned as a committee member earlier this year. 
Raphael Terroni was born in London and after attending St Ignatius College he studied piano at the London College of Music with 
John Vallier – a now forgotten virtuoso who had been a pupil of Edwin Fischer and Alfred Cortot and had family links with 
Paderewski and Clara Schumann. He also studied privately for three years with Cyril Smith. 
From quite early in his career Terroni cooperated with the broadcaster Richard Baker, initially in a concert version of Baker’s popular 
radio programme These You Have Loved (sold-out at the Royal Festival Hall in 1976), soon extended to take in a wide range of musical 
works with narrator, including John Dankworth’s Tom Sawyer’s Saturday and the first performance (1981) of The Pied Piper of Hamelin by 
Paul Barker (‘irresistible entertainment for the young of all ages’, wrote one critic). These would be given in a variety of venues: in London, at 
festivals, and sometimes in quite modest locations around the country. 
In a concert tribute to Benjamin Britten at the Wigmore Hall in October 1978 he accompanied the tenor Philip Langridge in a 
performance of Winter Words and the following month performed Ronald Stevenson’s Fantasy on Themes from ‘Peter Grimes’ in a solo 
recital at the Purcell Room – a programme that also included Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition and music by Bach, Britten (Night 
Piece), Chopin, Liszt and Rachmaninov. In 1980 he gave a recital of French music at the Wigmore Hall with the flautist Christopher 
Taylor – including Roussel, Fauré, Milhaud, Ibert and Françaix. Typical of his commitment to British music was a recital in the Purcell 
Room in May 1981: Lennox Berkeley’s Six Preludes and Sonata, Cyril Scott’s Sonata No. 3, Kaleidoscope by Eugene Goossens and the first 
London performance of Percy Turnbull’s Sonatina. The concertos of John Ireland and Montague Phillips were also in his repertoire. 
Terroni was an excellent partner to singers and instrumentalists and a very good chamber music player. His recordings include piano 
music and songs by Howard Ferguson and Robin Milford (the latter was Editor’s Choice in The Gramophone); Cyril Scott’s Third Piano 
Sonata; a recital with Raphael Wallfisch of cello and piano music by William Wordsworth, Josef Holbrooke and William Busch and of 
the complete chamber works for cello of Kenneth Leighton; Three String Sonatas and the world premiere of two piano sonatas by Arnold 
Cooke and piano trios and violin sonata by Arthur Butterworth. But perhaps his most treasurable – and certainly most widely 
appreciated – recording was The Songs of Eric Coates, with that fine baritone Brian Rayner Cook. First issued on LP in 1986, it was 
available on CD from 1993 until the demise of the ASV record label and its successors and is still sought after. 
With Norman Beedie in 1990 Terroni founded the Arts Festival in Ramsey, Cambridgeshire, where he lived until his death. He travelled 
throughout Britain and overseas as a performer, adjudicator and examiner for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music. In 
2008-9 he was warden of the Performers and Composers section of the Incorporated Society of Musicians. In 1979 he had won the 
first ISM/Nat West Festival Days competition. 
Raphael Terroni was also chairman of the British Music Society Charitable Trust, formed to administer a bequest of Michael Hurd, the 
composer who died in 2006. I was privileged to serve as a fellow trustee and earlier this year went with him to Oxford to look at Hurd 
song manuscripts in the Bodleian Library. His quiet demeanour and firm resolve were characteristic, as well as his superb piano 
technique and impeccable musicianship. 
He was a long-standing tutor at the Benslow Music Trust in Hertfordshire, with the Bingham String Quartet and with his own group 
the Terroni Trio, and was due to coach string and piano ensembles and chamber music there in November and December. The Trust’s 
website, reporting his death, aptly sums him up as ‘one whose generosity of spirit and gentle encouragement was deeply valued by the many pianists and 
string and piano trios who came under his influence’. 

Garry Humphreys – Re-edited version of the obituary in the Independent, 19 September 2012 
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Editorial 
The front cover of this issue of News features a tribute to our 
long-standing colleague Raphael Terroni. In addition, I would like to 
begin this Editorial by paying my own, short personal tribute to 
Raphael. Compared with some of the other committee members, I 
had not known Raphael for long – although of course I knew of him 
though my membership of the BMS. When I joined the committee 
at the beginning of last year, it was Raphael in particular that made 
me feel both immediately welcome and that any contribution I was 
able to make would be valued. Indeed, it was Raphael that persuaded 
me to accept the editorship of News by giving me the confidence to 
take on the task. As others have said, he will be sorely missed. 

I must also apologise for the lateness of this issue. As members will 
appreciate, events over the past month or so have led to inevitable 
delays in the production of News. However, I hope that members 
will feel that this “bumper” issue – which includes four additional 
pages, making up for the short-changed July issue – will have been 
worth the wait. I have been able to include a number of substantial 
items celebrating various composer anniversaries. Robert Coates’ 
examination of the choral music of John Ireland is complemented by 
an extensive review of the John Ireland in Chelsea Festival, written 
by Christopher Foreman. Rolf Jordan’s article on Graham Peel shows 
us that Peel was far from being a “one-hit wonder” – we all know In 
Summertime on Bredon – and, indeed was not just a songwriter. 
Philip Scowcroft presents a fascinating centenary tribute to Samuel 
Coleridge-Taylor and David Grant gives us an intriguing insight into 
the extraordinary life of William Vincent Wallace in his bicentennial 
year. Additionally, we have an excursion by Patrick Webb into the 
stylistic influences of Algernon Ashton and a brief account of the 
life of Canon Alfred Wheeler from the BMS Australian 
representative, Hector Walker. 

Sadly, there are also several obituaries in addition to that of 
Raphael Terroni – and we publish these to celebrate the lives and 
achievements of Professor Ian Parrott, composer James Stevens 
and former BMS colleague and personality Stan Meares. 

This extended issue is completed by the usual selection of CD, 
Concert and book reviews and a comprehensive section of 
forthcoming events over the next few months. For those members 
that might be persuaded to consider writing something for News, I 
have provided a list of some of the composers whose anniversaries 
will be occurring in 2013.  “BB”, of course, is the big one – but there 
are several others who deserve the attention of the enthusiastic 
investigative capabilities of the BMS membership. In particular, I 
would welcome items on George Lloyd, Cedric Thorpe Davie and 
Ronald Center. 

The final issue of BMS News for 2012 (actually dated January 
2013) will be published shortly before Christmas and should be with 
members in time to provide some alternative, festive reading. 

Ian Maxwell - Editor 
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Guidelines for Submissions to BMS News 
BMS News is a newsletter – thus, the guiding principles for submission of items of news, 
articles, reviews, etc. should be a) brevity and b) informality of style. News is not really the 
platform for extended articles or scholarly papers (extended being defined here as more than 
about 3,000 words). The journal British Music and the occasional Monograph series are the 
appropriate places for such pieces. Exceptions may be made where there is a subject of 
especial interest – perhaps marking a significant anniversary of a composer that has not 
received much attention. That being said however, articles on all aspects of British Music 
within the remit of the society are welcome and members are encouraged to get out their 
pens, pencils or computer keyboards and contribute. BMS News is the newsletter for the 
members – it is your publication and it is read by people that share your interests. 
The issues of BMS News are currently prepared using Microsoft Office Word 2010 and, 
naturally, if you are able to use the same application for composing your submissions, that 
makes things easier for me. However, I am fully aware that not everybody has Word 2010 or 
even a computer at all. So please send your items in whatever form is most comfortable and 
convenient for you. The only criterion for assessing whether or not an item is suitable for 
inclusion in a particular issue is its content. Submissions will certainly not be rejected simply 
for being hand-written, typed or even scribbled on the back of a beer-mat – provided they are 
legible and interesting. Submissions for BMS News will not be peer-reviewed but may be 
subject to editing for content or length. 
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Feature Articles 

Algernon Ashton’s “English” Style 
arold Truscott has commented on the unmistakable "English” style of Ashton's music, adding: 

"one has only to see the great variety of names in the list of musicians, creative and otherwise, 
and all good friends of his, to whom he dedicated his long record of published work, to realise 
that his music was well-known privately if not publicly.  To support this there is the fact that 
much of the best English music of this century bears the strong imprint of his highly personal 
style, a style of freely moving lines, usually of single notes, with chords reinforcing the texture 
at quite unexpected points, phrases which overlap each other, the whole demanding extreme 
concentration and the clearest part-writing in a keyboard texture tremendously difficult and 
exciting in its clarity both of thought and sound.  Nowhere before Ashton is this style to be 
encountered, either in England or abroad, but it has gradually crept in, at first by direct 
contact, and then with younger composers, no doubt at second hand, so that many composers 
so affected are probably unaware of the origin of much of their own style." 

That Ashton's music has a very English sound can hardly be denied, but how is one to account for it? 

    Algernon Ashton was born in Durham on 9 December 1859.  His father, of whom he was the twelfth child, 
was the leading tenor at Lincoln Cathedral and was known as the greatest tenor of his day.  In 1863, when 
Ashton was three years of age, his father died quite unexpectedly, leaving his widow in very straitened 
circumstances with four surviving children to care for.  The composer's mother, Diana, decided at once to 
move her son and the two surviving daughters, Madeline and Olivia, to Germany as the eldest daughter, 
also named Diana, was already studying music at the Conservatoire in Leipzig; she had heard, too, "that 
schooling was good there, and the cost of living much cheaper than in England." – this from Catherine 
O'Brien-Butler, now deceased, who remembered Ashton well, having known him when she was a girl.  Thus 
it was that they settled in Leipzig, where they were at once befriended by Clara Schumann; they were to 
attend her regular musical soirées where they met the leading composers of the day – including Moscheles, 
Rubinstein, Dvorak, and Brahms – the last two taking a particular interest in the precociously gifted 
youngster. 

    Friends of the Ashton family, including the O'Brien-Butlers, followed in Diana's footsteps and thus it 
transpired that the composer's entire education was to take place in Germany.  He began the study of 
music, under Iwan Knorr, at the tender age of seven and entered the Conservatorium at fifteen, where he 
was to excel.  He did not return to Great Britain until 1881 when he settled in Westminster, where he was 
to remain.  He had returned together with the youngest sister, Madeline; his mother, to whom he was 
devoted, having died.  Olivia had, in the meantime, married in Germany into the Kohler family but her 
husband was to die very young in an asylum.  Diana had married an American musician and moved to the 
United States.  She was to die tragically, in Chicago, after losing all her possessions in the Great Fire of 1871. 

    On his return, Ashton espoused all things English and took inordinate pride in his heritage and lineage.  
On his maternal side he was descended from a number of illustrious families including the Uvedales of 
Horton and the Langtons of Lincolnshire and boasted a number of distinguished ancestors.  These included 
Bennet Langton whose name occurs so frequently in Boswell's Life of Johnson, Robert Uvedale the 
celebrated botanist after whom Linnaeus named a plant species, Sir Matthew Hale, the renowned lawyer 
and Cardinal Stephen Langton – the Archbishop of Canterbury who figured so conspicuously in the 
proceedings which wrung, from a reluctant King John, the Magna Carta, foundation of all English liberties. 

    We are, luckily, afforded a glimpse of the young composer in 1882 – for he is mentioned in the journals of 
the artist, Henry Holiday in that year: 

"This spring saw the beginning of another longstanding friendship.  I met one evening at Sir 
Norman Lockyer's a very young composer and pianist.  He played a march of his own 
composition which struck me as being a work of unusual breadth and dignity.  Lockyer 
introduced us; his name was Algernon Ashton and he had recently arrived in England after 
having lived in Germany since he was four years old.  He played other works, all fresh and 
original, and, giving him my card, I made him promise to come and see us.  It happened that 
my wife and daughter had, only a few days before, at Henry Holmes's, heard a trio, practised in 
an adjoining room, which they described to me as being full of beautiful melody.  I had 

H 
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forgotten the composer's name, but on comparing notes, we found it was the young man I had 
met.  He came to see us with his sister, on April 2nd, and we have always held him to be in the 
front rank among composers.  His music is generally above ordinary popular taste, and some 
of it is, in my opinion, needlessly difficult both for players and hearers, but the beauty of most 
of it is so genuine, that its failure to achieve general recognition is discreditable to those who 
ought to have promoted its performance." 

    It was at this time, incidentally, that Ashton wrote the Three English Dances, dedicated to Brahms, that, 
(years later), in its orchestral version, was encored at the Proms. 

    The Piano Trio “practised in an adjoining room” and being “full of beautiful melody” is almost certainly the 
Op 88 Second Piano Trio published in 1883.  I once had access to one of Ashton's diaries, the only one, 
possibly, to have survived the conflagration caused by German incendiary bombs in 1940 of Ashton's 
family house at 22 Carlton Vale which was lived in, at that time, by his widow, Ethel and his son Clarence 
(Clarry).  This was the fire that (apparently) destroyed all of Ashton's unpublished works together with the 
diaries of a life-time.  The diary mentioned above covers the period in which the trio was written and 
describes the joy that the composer took in the street-cries to be heard in the area in which he lived for the 
greater part of his adult life, his address being 44 Hamilton Gardens, St John's Wood. 

    Not everyone appreciated the street music of the day but Ashton was captivated by it and allows into his 
trio the cries of flower-sellers, the vendors of brushes and brooms and an old lady "selling little lambs as 
toys".  At a later date, Ashton was to send a letter to The Musical Standard which reads: 

“Judging by some correspondence which has been going on in the columns of The Daily 
Express, regarding the famous cry: 'Lavender! Buy my sweet Lavender!', it seems to be thought 
that the cry is a 'revival', and that the lavender-sellers have only lately re-appeared in the 
London streets.  But nothing is further from the truth.  I have lived in the Metropolis for just a 
quarter of a century (of which twenty-three years have been spent in this present house), and 
not a single year has passed without having heard and admired the touching 'Sweet Lavender' 
cry.  Indeed twenty years ago I composed a piano piece (an Elegy from Op28) based upon this 
beautiful melody. 

I am, Sir, very faithfully yours, Algernon Ashton.” 

    One should consider here Colin Scott-Sutherland's interesting speculation that Ashton's musical style 
may have been influenced by the impact of English hymn tunes and this would be an intriguing area of 
investigation.  Although a lifelong positivist and atheist, Ashton lived for the greater part of his life within 
earshot of St Mark's Church, Hamilton Terrace and the hymn tunes may well have come to him unbidden – 
together with the songs and snatches of the itinerant street musicians. 

    While on the subject of “snatches”, Catherine O'Brien-Butler notes, in passing that Ashton was an avid 
listener-in and connoisseur of catch-phrases: "I don't remember that he stammered," she recalls "but he was 
very eccentric, and had some catch-phrases that he would bring out – apropos of nothing at the time – just 
things he must have heard people say which had taken his fancy!" 

    I conclude with a brief mention of Ashton's interest in the music hall, not because of any conceivable 
stylistic resonance but because it was at a certain celebrated London music hall that the Toy Symphony was 
first performed.  Doubt has been cast, from time to time as to whether the Toy Symphony ever existed, so it 
is lovely to have this confirmed; as Catherine O'Brien-Butler writes: 

"He also, in addition to a number of Marches, one of them for one of the big London Exhibitions 
at Wembley, did a charming Toy Symphony which was played at the well-known Music Hall in 
Welbeck Street.  He had a professional Violinist and Cellist, otherwise all were young 
amateurs; it was during the 1st World War and I, in my early teens, played the nightingale, and 
my sister the cuckoo!" 

    One mystery, at least, has been resolved! 

© Patrick Webb, August 2012 
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“Many Waters” – Encountering the Early Choral Music of John Ireland 
nniversaries present a great excuse to resurrect music which otherwise is seldom heard.  The fiftieth 
anniversary of the death of John Ireland is in this respect no exception.  Ireland said of himself that he 

was not a “great” composer, but a “significant” one.  Some recording companies, notably Naxos, Dutton and 
SOMM, have awoken to his significance in this anniversary year.  There was a wonderful festival of his 
music in Chelsea this summer1 and his music has featured in a number of other festivals during the course 
of the year.  Nevertheless, Ireland’s music has not received the attention it deserves, having been given 
scant mention, so far, in the classical music press and major festivals. 

    My first encounter with the music of Ireland was in a school choir, three years after the composer’s 
death.  An enlightened divinity master at a provincial grammar school led a choir of 40 boys in Greater 
Love, written one hundred years ago in 1912.  The head of physics sang the baritone solo and a boy in a 
parallel form, who we did not know could sing, sang the treble solo.  We trebles learnt to sing top A’s, 
something we had never dreamed possible!  Performing this in the local parish church (now “Minster”) was 
a most uplifting experience for an eleven-year-old.  A few years later, now at a minor public school, the 
Director of Music introduced me to The Towing Path and Sea Fever and he would play Sursum Corda and 
Alla Marcia as chapel voluntaries.  In chapel, I sang Greater Love, now as an alto and also accompanied it on 
the organ. 

    Strangely, during three years spent at the Royal College of Music, Ireland’s base for many decades, he was 
not greatly in evidence.  I do remember my harpsichord professor, Ruth Dyson, recounting how he didn’t 
think women were very good at playing his music (she was!) and Howells visible both in the college 
corridors and on the number 9 bus.  At that time, Howells was regarded as almost prehistoric (I received an 
acrid comment from one of the history lecturers after delivering an essay on the organ music of Howells) 
and the bright lights of the future were Jeremy Dale Roberts and John Lambert.  None of us knew that Ruth 
Gipps, who also lectured on musical history, was a significant composer….  After leaving the RCM and doing 
a year’s teacher training, I spent a year teaching in a prep school, where I had responsibility for a small 
choir which sang in the local church on Sundays.  Here one of the favourites amongst the choristers was Ex 
Ore Innocentium, a masterpiece of compressed (and repressed?) emotion.  The choristers appeared to 
recognize instinctively that they were indeed involved in “a thing most wonderful”.  The next revelation of 
this composer’s music came when I spent a couple of years as a lay-clerk in Carlisle Cathedral.  Carlisle had 
its own telescoped version of Matins-cum-Eucharist, which combined a mass setting and a Te Deum at the 
same service.  “Ireland in F” was one of the favourites, on a par with similar works by Stanford, Howells and 
Britten.  Soaring up to D in the last bars of the alto part, in the cathedral acoustic, was an experience to be 
savoured! 

    Most writers on Ireland are interested in his piano music, songs or chamber music.  Although the choral 
music is more uneven in character and quality, there is much of interest to be discovered and what follows 
is a chronological survey of the early choral music, from Ireland’s youthful days at the RCM in the 1890s, to 
the early days of his career as an organist at St. Luke’s, Chelsea, around 1912 – a time when most of his 
piano, chamber and solo vocal music was yet to be written.  This music shows the composer learning his 
craft and producing music intended to earn cash, many years before he was able to establish himself as a 
“full-time” composer.  This survey includes some information about availability of scores, and some 
recommended recordings. 

    Ireland was severely self-critical and suppressed several of his early works.  He almost certainly 
destroyed works which would have been interesting for us to study and perform today.  The earliest choral 
work to have survived is The Peaceful Western Wind, written around 1895.  Described by both Craggs 
(2007, p1) and Foreman (2011, p446) as “unpublished”, it is in fact included in volume 3 of the useful 
three-volume series John Ireland: Choral Music (Thames Publishing, 1994).  This SATB setting of Thomas 
Campion’s verse was written at the RCM, before he became a pupil of Stanford.  Described by Lancaster (in 
Foreman, 2011, p286) as “cloyingly Victorian”, it is a typical part-song of its time, reminiscent of 
Mendelssohn, Stainer, Barnby and Parry.  The time is past to ignore this sort of music out of hand; we 
should no more dismiss these composers for their sevenths, ninths and suspensions than we should Vivaldi 
for his sequences or Mozart and Rossini for their vi-IV-V-I passages.  I personally find the piece delightful, 
and would love to hear it recorded or performed.  The time is due for an English part-song revival! 

    Mention is made in the various catalogues of Ireland’s works of a Mass in the Dorian Mode, presumably 
written whilst studying strict counterpoint with Stanford.  So far, I have been unable to trace any 

                                                           
1 See review by Christopher Foreman below on page 87 

A 
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information about this work.  It is referred to in the Monthly Musical Record in June 1915 but would appear 
to have been lost.  Around 1896, shortly after being appointed deputy organist at Holy Trinity, Sloane 
Street, Ireland wrote Communion Service in A flat for Boys’ (or Women’s) Voices.  This was dedicated to the 
church’s director of music, Walter Alcock and was published by Houghton & Co. (London) in 1902.  It was 
printed in Leipzig.  Ireland subsequently withdrew the piece, presumably finding it embarrassingly old-
fashioned once he had developed his mature style.  With shadows of Maunder, Stanford and Wagner and 
some similarities to the Service in F by Harold Darke, which had not yet been written, it is an eclectic but 
highly effective work, with its colourful and dramatic use both of the treble voices and the organ.  It is a 
rare example of a communion service specifically written for this combination (Britten’s Missa Brevis was 
to come half a century later….) and has some exciting and dramatic moments.  It would be good to have this 
recorded and it would make an excellent addition to the Eucharist repertoire for occasions when the “back 
row” needs a free Sunday.  There are currently rumours that the work is to be republished.  Let’s hope they 
are not unfounded! 

    Another work from 1896 is Vexilla Regis, an ambitious work for SATB soloists, SATB chorus, brass and 
organ.  It was written as a student work for Stanford, who was sufficiently impressed to arrange for a 
performance in Holy Trinity.  Alcock played the organ whilst Ireland conducted.  Fine recordings have been 
made of this work, including an Abbey LP with Worcester Festival Choral Society and Donald Hunt and a 
Chandos CD with Richard Hickox, in which Bryn Terfel is one of the soloists.  The vocal score is available 
from Stainer and Bell.  The work is described in detail by Richards (2000, pp51-53) and analyzed by Dibble 
(in Foreman, 2011, pp243-5).  This work represents a significant step forward stylistically and was the first 
of his pieces to focus on the Passion, a theme which was to re-occur several times in his later output. 

    After Vexilla Regis, there is an interval of some years before more choral music is produced.  The 
catalogues refer to a psalm chant from 1904 but this seems to have disappeared.  In 1905 he wrote a hymn 
tune, Eastergate, which was included in The English Hymnal (1906).  The name is taken from the village in 
East Sussex which Ireland had visited.  Written in the unusual metre 8.5.8.3 in a modal tonality fluctuating 
between G minor and B flat major, this is an expressive tune admirably suited to the words “Holy Father, in 
thy mercy, Hear our anxious prayer”.  Also in 1905 he wrote an Evening Service in A for the choir at St. Lukes.  
For some reason this remained unpublished until this year, when a 50th Anniversary edition was 
published by Cantando Musikkforlag in Norway.  The setting is “based on a well-known Gregorian 
intonation”.  According to Dibble (in Foreman, 2011) it is “relatively undistinguished”; it is clearly inspired 
by Stanford and can be regarded as well crafted liturgical music of its time.  I would prefer to call it 
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“comparatively distinguished”, as it is good to sing, has an expressive organ part and is liturgically and 
musically effective.  It is not without its moments of expressive romanticism, especially in the Nunc 
Dimittis.  It is to be hoped that this work will find its way into the Evensong repertoire of both cathedral 
choirs and amateur church choirs in due course. 

    1906 produced two short mixed-choir part-songs, Spring the Sweet Spring, and Weep no More, Sad 
Fountain.  The first of these is in Vol. 3 of the Choral Music.  The second is unpublished; the manuscript was 
sold at Christies in 2002.  Neither appears to have been recorded.  In 1907 came the now extremely well-
known Te Deum in F.  This is a classic of the cathedral repertoire and can often be heard to great effect in 
those cathedrals and churches which have Choral Matins.  I have heard excellent performances of this in St. 
Paul’s, in the Temple Church and in Chichester Cathedral in recent years.  Dibble (in Foreman, 2011) shows 
its structural similarities with Stanford’s Te Deum in B flat.  The score is readily available from Music Sales 
and fine recordings have been made, amongst which can be mentioned CDs from Portsmouth (Guild GMCD 
7271), Rochester (Priory PRCD 4331) and Lincoln (PRCD 478/ PRCD 433) and an LP from Worcester 
(Abbey LPB 803).  Psalm 42, (1908) was written at 54 Elm Park Mansions in Chelsea, as an exercise for the 
Durham degree of MusBac.  It is scored for SATB soloists, SATB choir and strings.  The four movements, 
with varying combinations of solo and tutti, both with strings and a cappella, make this setting a sort of 
church cantata.  The work has been performed recently, both in St. John’s Smith Square, and in St. Luke’s, 
Chelsea.  Influences of Brahms and S.S.Wesley can be heard.  It would be good to have a published score 
and recording in due course!  The same year produced the first of a number of two-part songs with piano, 
Full Fathom Five, available in the Music Sales publication Eight Songs for Upper Voices and Piano.  These, 
and the similar unison-voice songs, filled a niche market for school choirs and class singing, an activity 
which was flourishing at that time and which created useful sales income for publisher and composer alike.  
Shortly followed There is a Garden in Her Face (SA/pno), The Frog and the Crab (Unis/pno), In Praise of May 
(SA/pno), Laughing Song (SATB), Cupid (SATB), Alpine Song (Unis/pno), At Early Dawn (SA/pno), In 
Summer Woods, (SA/pno) and In Praise of Neptune (Unis/pno).  This latter was also arranged for SATB and 
orchestra by the composer and has recently been recorded.  Themes of spring, nature and the sea 
predominate in these songs.  In 1911, Ireland wrote a Vesper Hymn, which was published by Novello on a 
card and sung at Holy Trinity.  This has been reprinted in Foreman (2011, p247).  Two more unison songs, 
Slumber Song and Spring came out that year. 

    This survey of the early choral works concludes by mentioning the hundred-year-old motet Greater Love 
Hath No Man, with which the article began.  The words consist of a selection of Scriptural texts including 
extracts from the Song of Solomon, St. John’s Gospel, 1 Peter, 1 Corinthians and Romans.  Scored for treble 
and baritone soloists, SATB and organ and later arranged with orchestral accompaniment, this is in many 
respects the centrepiece of Ireland’s choral production.  The words same from a booklet of Bible readings, 
Daily Light on the Daily Path, given to Ireland by his mother and from which he used to read regularly.  Both 
Richards (2000) and Dibble (in Foreman, 2011) write in detail about this significant work and many fine 
recordings are available.   The orchestral version, recorded by Chandos (CHAN 8879, CHAN 7074 and 
CHAN 10110) with Paula Bott, Bryn Terfel, London Symphony Chorus, LSO and Richard Hickox, is even 
more intensely romantic than the original liturgical version.  The version with organ is available on an 
Opus Arte DVD with King’s College Cambridge and Stephen Cleobury. Several performances can also be 
heard on YouTube and Spotify. 

    I have it on good authority that recordings of Ireland’s choral music are in the pipeline from Naxos, with 
an English cathedral choir.  I hope that this will be confirmed in the near future.  Those readers who are 
choral conductors may care to celebrate the second half of this anniversary year by performing some of 
this music.  Those who are not may perhaps be inspired to listen to it! 

Sources: 
Of the available literature, the following are particularly helpful: 
Craggs, Stewart R.  John Ireland: A Catalogue, Discography and Bibliography, Second Edition 

(Aldershot, 2007) 
Richards, Fiona The Music of John Ireland (Aldershot, 2000) 
Foreman, Lewis (Ed.) The John Ireland Companion (Woodbridge, 2011) 
Lloyd, Stephen John Ireland Discography (in Foreman, 2011) 
Lancaster, Philip Songs of Innocence: The Part-Songs of John Ireland (in Foreman, 2011) 
Dibble, Jeremy The Church Music of John Ireland (in Foreman, 2011) 
Website: www.johnirelandtrust.org  

© Robert Coates, 2012 

http://www.johnirelandtrust.org/
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Remembering Graham Peel 
raham Peel died seventy-five years ago.  His music has not quite vanished from the concert platform 
and he can be counted as one of those once-famous composers who will never quite go for good, thanks 

to an immortal ‘hit’, which in Peel’s case is In Summertime on Bredon. 

    Gerald Graham Peel was born 9 August 1878 in rural Prestwich, north of Manchester.  His father, Gerald 
Peel, was a cotton merchant (distantly related to Sir Robert Peel) with a mill in central Manchester.  The 
name ‘Graham’, which the composer used to distinguish himself from his father, was his mother’s maiden 
name – all his siblings were given it.  Most of the composer’s family were in business – one older brother 
directed a major bank, for example.  The Peel family were exemplars of their class: they subscribed to every 
concert society in Manchester, were generous benefactors and the father was a JP.  They holidayed at a 
family hunting lodge in the Highlands, where the young Graham cultivated his lifelong enjoyment of angling 
(the father preferred shooting stags).  But from infancy his main passion was for music.  He said “I cannot 
remember any period when I was not haunted and obsessed by melodies that I had heard or thought I had 
invented”.  Beyond taking the boy to see Sir Charles Hallé (perhaps hoping for friendly discouragement), 
Peel’s father otherwise disallowed his son any thought of a musical education.  Peel’s formal schooling 
started at Hanley Castle boarding school, Worcestershire: 

“At Malvern I was given lessons on the piano by a charming gentleman who took snuff and had 
no notion how the piano should be played, while my high treble voice was grievously 
mishandled by the organist of the church we boys attended, into the choir of which I was 
immediately pressed.” 

    He went to Harrow in Easter 1892 then up to Oxford (University College) where he received his degree in 
Modern History in 1900.  When this formal stuff of a gentleman’s education was over, his father finally 
allowed him an allowance to study music for the first time.  He stayed on in Oxford and was taught 
composition privately by Ernest Walker, who was attached to Balliol.  Walker, still remembered for some 
fine music (like the lovely anthem I will lift up mine eyes) and his A History of Music in England, is also noted 
for having taught such young men as Adrian Boult and William Walton. 

    Peel moved to Earl’s Court in 1902 at twenty-five, armed 
with Walker’s introductions to various London musicians 
and a set of lyrics by his college friend St John Lucas.  Lucas 
is another neglected name, though he became a respected 
novelist and minor poet of the day.  Hardly remembered 
now for his writing (but for the old Oxford Book of French 
Verse and his one anthologised poem, the touching My Dog), 
he was a great influence on the young Rupert Brooke, but 
spitefully written out of the Brooke ‘legend’ by the poet’s 
mother.  Their first collaborative song, Plein Air, very much 
a product of its time, was apparently an ‘at home’ success.  
It was followed by the whimsical Invitation to Arise, which 
Boosey’s quickly accepted for publication.  This song, which 
was taken up by many singers, marked Peel’s true arrival 
before the public. 

    Peel formed a friendship in London with the professional 
baritone James McInnes, to whom he had gone for voice 
lessons and through him had the good fortune to be closely 
acquainted with Lucy Broadwood, the folk-song collector.  
Peel thus entered her circle, which also included Ralph 
Vaughan Williams, who was also starting to be published.  
In fact Peel and Vaughan Williams had some of their earliest 

popular songs premiered together (from manuscript), by the baritone Francis Harford (who had advertised 
in The Times for material).  Though Peel is undoubtedly a lesser songwriter than Vaughan Williams and set 
his ambitions lower, his catalogue remains similarly free of questionable lyrics (if we allow the 
unfashionable sentiments of Stevenson’s Little Indian to pass).  Apart from one ‘anon’ (probably the 
composer himself) and one lyric commissioned from a favourite poet (‘Ettrick’), Peel never needed to 
resort to house lyricists such as Fred Weatherly.  In fact he was careful to keep himself above the business 
of ‘shop songs’ both by promoting his own concerts and by having a private income (not unlike Vaughan 
Williams).  Helpfully, for those seeking definition of his style (which is not easy to gauge from 
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contemporary reviews), he did term some of his work ‘light’.  Looking back at his early career at a 1930 
public talk he said: 

“Those were the days of what were erroneously called ‘Ballad Concerts’, which were organised 
by the larger publishing firms to advertise their latest issues of the ephemeral kind. A taste for 
rubbish among a section of the public was pandered to and fostered through the ‘royalty 
ballad’ system, whereby professional singers were bribed with a fee for each performance of 
these trivialities.” 

    Note the word ‘erroneously’ in relation to the (highly popular) Ballad Concerts.  These were actually held 
by his publishers, Boosey’s and Chappell’s and for which his songs played a regular part.  Uniform 
marketing meant ‘art songs’ were sold in covers indistinguishable from the blatantly commercial drawing-
room ballad, something he perhaps felt he had to defend in his lifetime and is still a matter of confusion (if 
not caution) today.  He wrote for what he called ‘true’ ballad singers like McInnes, Carmen Hill and Plunket 
Greene, all of whom sang at these concerts, presumably with a similar arms-length attitude to being bribed 
by publishers into performing songs with “words about lovers’ hearts and roses” (Peel again). 

    Peel’s role in the folksong movement has only recently emerged, partly due to the availability of Lucy 
Broadwood’s diaries.  His folk-song collector’s field notebook has also been discovered.  These conclusively 
prove that he was the first person to record singers in the field using a phonograph.  This was largely done 
in Scotland (Sutherland and Skye), though one occasion he did quickly note down a street seller’s cry in 
London.  He eventually made just over twenty harmonisations of Scottish songs and a couple of French folk 
songs, the majority of which were done for performance and never published.  One or two, such as The 
Piper o’ Dundee were published late in his life, but the one slim volume published in his collecting days, 
Songs of the Scots, is scarce and failed to reach the British Library – which is a shame because it showed he 
was a fine arranger.  Two of these were recorded in 1915, possibly with Peel at the piano, as a novelty 
record. 

    A characteristic part of Peel’s output are ‘open air’ songs, as he liked to call them.  The Country Lover set 
of 1909 takes words from The Open Road, the popular anthology by E. V. Lucas (not to be confused with St 
John Lucas) from 1899.  One, The Early Morning (Hilaire Belloc) is still heard in recital (and on the recent 
Hyperion disc by Alice Coote).  What that song demonstrates – though almost all performances miss it – is 
Peel’s frequent use of humour, or at least the need to ‘act’ the text to make the song work.  There are a lot of 
children’s songs – that is, songs firmly based on childhood – throughout his catalogue.  None were 
specifically aimed at young performers, save a unison arrangement of Nick Spence made for competition 
Festivals.  When a penny-dreadful style song, The Ballad of Little Billee, (Thackeray) was premiered at a 
concert in the Albert Hall in 1907, however, an elderly lady was seen to storm out after having her sense of 
taste severely compromised.  He also set children’s authors A. A. Milne (a song that is presently lost, sadly); 
Barbara (Worzel Gummidge) Todd and Stevenson’s Child’s Garden of Verse (like everyone else did).  Like 
Martin Shaw, he occasionally found texts in newspapers and periodicals, such as those by Irish poet Liam B. 
Clancy.  He left a long description of his song-writing process, shortened here: 

“Of first importance I regard the choice of words; words that have a musical sound of their 
own and are not difficult to enunciate; words that paint a definitely beautiful picture and 
make a direct appeal; words that will sound rational when sung. . . Once the words and melody 
are united and on paper I am haunted and obsessed by them incessantly, even in my dreams, 
until the accompaniment is added bit by bit and the song complete.” 

    This approach translates into songs that often have engaging hooks, and he might have made a great pop 
writer, had he been inclined.  It is interesting, though, to hear In Summertime on Bredon, (which has been 
recorded perhaps twenty times since 1912) considerably weakened by being given an orchestral 
arrangement (not by the composer): it simply fails to get under the skin.  This famous song was first 
intended as part of a 1910 set, Songs of a Shropshire Lad, but the publisher decided to issue it separately in 
1911 as ‘so many other Housman cycles were being published’.  The cycle itself is seldom heard, if ever, 
though Loveliest of Trees and Reveille are fine songs, the former pre-echoing Butterworth, the latter ending 
wittily with the pianistic equivalent of a body tumbling out of bed. 

    In 1909, when Peel’s parents left Manchester due to a decline in the father’s health, they decided on a 
permanent home in Bournemouth.  It was chosen partly for its fresh air, but mainly for its good music, with 
Dan Godfrey’s symphony orchestra compensating for the loss of the Hallé.  Graham Peel himself followed 
just before World War One, and settled permanently.  During the war he organised charity concerts and 
enrolled in the Red Cross, serving in France from 1917.  His primary duty involved searching wrecked 
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villages and hospitals for missing and wounded.  He wrote no music during the entire war, but told Thomas 
Hardy that his poem The Oxen had been a constant companion during two miserable Christmases behind 
the lines.  It was eventually set to music while on holiday in Cornwall in 1919 and he claimed it was his 
favourite of his own songs.  While it hardly set the music-buying public on fire, it remains an attractive 
Christmas piece, unfairly compared to the setting Vaughan Williams made years later. 

    During the 1920s, Peel increasingly took up social work.  His compassionate role as a prison visitor at 
Dorchester occupied much of his spare time from 1922 onwards.  As well as being President of the first 
British Music Society (Bournemouth branch) and Chair of the Bournemouth Municipal Choir he was 
involved in the Musicians Benevolent Fund, Barnado’s, hospitals, libraries – everything but politics.  The 
Discharged Prisoner’s Aid Society was most important to him.  He toured Dorset with Carmen Hill in 1926 
for the DPAS; they performed his songs and the Governor of Dorchester Prison gave a fundraising address.  
In a newspaper article with a wonderful title – Two kinds of bars in this man’s life – it says: 

“prisoners are devoted to him. They can pour out all their troubles and difficulties into the 
sympathetic ear of the man who knows all about human failings and weaknesses.” 

    Peel’s small compositional output, to which he freely admitted had been limited by late training, consists 
of eighty-nine published songs (including six cycles or sets); fifteen unpublished songs; seven published 
folk-song arrangement; fifteen unpublished arrangements; six published piano pieces (consisting of a set of 
five Valses Piquantes and a Prelude) and several orchestrations of his own songs.  If not large, it is 
comparable to Roger Quilter’s output over a similar period.  Graham Peel’s last song was written in June 
1936, shortly before illness overtook him.  He died in October 1937 at the early age of fifty-nine.  A 
songwriter from the previous generation, Maude Valerie White, died aged eighty-two in November, and 
Ivor Gurney (from the young generation) died aged forty-seven in December.  If not quite matching up to 
the infamous Holst/Delius/Elgar cull of 1934, this trio represent a fifty-year period of rising recognition for 
English songwriters. 

    By 1937, mechanical music had (as is well recognised) altered the focus of music making in the home for 
ever.  One of Peel’s favourite anecdotes related to the opening evening of BBC Nottingham in the 1920s.  
After the station’s first evening broadcast, which contained a song recital by Carmen Hill, a listener 
complained about having to endure Peel’s ‘eyebrow’ music!  The songs of Peel and White (whose income 
had dwindled enough to make a civil list pension necessary) were already old-fashioned by the time they 
died and as the market for sheet music had plummeted too, it is hardly surprising that their work dropped 
well out of the repertoire and both have more or less remained champion-free (unlike Gurney).  Now that 
the copyright for Peel has gone, reprints are starting to appear online, several as free downloads (though 
some original copies are selling for stupid prices).  There are one or two songs on YouTube (the vintage 
one of Carmen Hill singing Gipsies is worth a look, as is the simple-yet-fun Prelude for piano played by 
Philip Sear).  The recent successful revival of Martin Shaw’s songs is a good indication that an all-Peel disc 
is worth considering by an enterprising label.  A careful selection (some are clunkers) from the published 
work and manuscripts would, I believe, produce an enjoyable programme.  Readers are directed to consult 
Manchester Sounds (2010) for this author’s catalogue of Graham Peel’s published works; a biography is in 
the wings. 

© Rolf Jordan, September 2012 

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor – A Centenary Tribute 
ith Coleridge-Taylor there is, as with Edward German, Arthur Sullivan, Haydn Wood, Montague 
Phillips and maybe some others, the problem of whether we reckon him as a “serious” or a “light” 

composer.  On the one hand he composed a symphony, a Ballade in A Minor, a violin concerto and several 
cantatas – of which The Song of Hiawatha trilogy was pre-eminent and others, like Meg Blane, Kubla Khan 
and A Tale of Old Japan, also achieved success in their day.  He also composed chamber music, mostly 
during his student days, which included a nonet, a clarinet quintet and a string quartet.  On the other hand, 
there were many excursions into the light music and ballad genres. 

    Coleridge-Taylor was born in London on 15 August 1875.  His early years were under-privileged.  There 
was little money after his father, a black physician from Sierra Leone, deserted Samuel’s (white) mother 
and returned to Africa.  Samuel’s colour was an added complication, although taking matters as a whole, 
colour prejudice against him can easily be exaggerated.  He did not lack for encouragement before, during 
and after his sojourn (1890 onwards) at the Royal College of Music where he studied composition with 
Stanford.  Elgar, prompted by AJ Jaeger of Novello’s, recommended Coleridge-Taylor for his first major 
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commission, the Ballade in A Minor, at Gloucester Three Choirs Festival in 1898.  Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast 
followed later the same year, the rest of the Hiawatha trilogy by the end of 1900. 

    Samuel married Jessie Walmisley, a fellow RCM student, in 1899; two children, Hiawatha and Gwendolyn 
Avril, were born in 1900 and 1903.  Money was a problem, so Samuel had to take on more work as 
conductor, teacher (he had occasional work as professor of composition at Trinity College, London and the 
Guildhall School of Music) and adjudicator, as composition, despite his prolific output, did not bring in 
sufficient funds.  Unsurprisingly, his creative urge declined in mid-career (1903-08) but enough was 
produced to leave a legacy which kept his memory alive at least until mid-century and, to a degree, beyond.  
He died on 1 September 1912 – aged just 37, officially of pneumonia most likely brought on by overwork in 
his non-composing activities. 

    Possible weaknesses in the areas of form and thematic development are more than counter-balanced by 
an attractive lyrical impulse, occasionally coloured by negro-based music.  Although Coleridge-Taylor 
considered himself to be English, he was also proud of his Black-African ancestry.  His strengths are 
perhaps seen at their best in his lighter music, where his weaknesses are of less account.  As Geoffrey Self 
says in his definitive The Hiawatha Man (Scolar, 1995), “…light music was his true path and vocation.” 

    His lighter music included much incidental music.  For example, that composed for Stephen Phillips’ 
plays Herod (1900), Ulysses (1902), Nero (1906 – its March became popular and was used in the 1924 
Pageant of Empire), Faust (1908), more famously for Othello (1911) and Alfred Noyes’ Forest of Wild Thyme 
(1911).  This last set includes a Christmas Overture which became popular in Sydney Baynes’ arrangement 
and can still be heard on Classic FM, the Three Dream Dances which were long popular with light orchestras 
and, in a piano transcription, Scenes from an Imaginary Ballet and an Intermezzo. 

    Samuel’s Hiawatha ballet (not musically connected with the choral trilogy), which was left unfinished at 
his death, was later orchestrated by Percy Fletcher, who grouped nine movements into two suites: 
Hiawatha and Minnehaha.  Other concert suites included Four Characteristic Waltzes (1898), which showed 
the flexibility and variety attainable with the same basic rhythm, the Three Fours, also a waltz suite in six 
movements, Cameos, Contrasts, St. Agnes’ Eve, Scenes from an Everyday Romance (1900) and maybe best – 
and certainly best-known of Coleridge-Taylor’s light orchestral music – the Petite Suite de Concert (1911, 
just before Eric Coates’ light orchestral suite) whose delicious Demande et Reponse is often played 
separately or in its piano version.  The rhapsody The Bamboula (1910), which draws on a subtly varied and 
colourfully-scored Negro melody, remained popular in live concerts until mid-century. 

    Moving on to the vocal music of Coleridge-Taylor, Bon-Bon Suite (1908) for baritone, chorus and 
orchestra is another light concert suite with voices added.  It is sentimental, brilliant and gossamer-like but 
sadly, it has not survived.  His solo songs, over one hundred, were basically ballads.  The one I remember 
best, because sopranos still sing it, is Big Lady Moon, the third of Five Fairy Ballads (1909).  Others included 
Thou Art Risen My Beloved, The Easter Morn, The Lee Shore, Life and Death, A Birthday, She Rested by the 
Broken Brook, Eleanore (I heard this recently), The Gift-Rose, Sons of the Sea (a favourite of Peter Dawson), 
Love’s Passing and, perhaps his most enduring ballad, Onaway! Awake, beloved!, the only solo in Hiawatha’s 
Wedding Feast.  More serious are the six Sorrow Songs to words by Christina Rossetti, sad-sounding but 
with Coleridge-Taylor’s characteristic shapely vocal lines.  These were revived in Doncaster in March 2012 
as a centenary tribute.  Coleridge-Taylor’s shorter choral songs numbered about thirty.  Several, such as 
Drake’s Drum (set more memorably by his teacher Stanford) and O Mariners, Out of the Sunlight, were sung 
regularly by smaller choirs country-wide, for several decades. 

    Coleridge-Taylor’s smaller-scale instrumental music was often lightish in character.  The fact that the 
violin was his own instrument can be seen in essays such as Two Romantic Pieces (Lament and 
Merrymaking) Op.9, Gipsy Suite Op.20 (1898), fairly recently recorded in an orchestral version and Valse 
Caprice (1898).  Amongst his music for piano are the aforementioned Petite Suite de Concert, Three Fours 
(orchestrated by Henry Geehl) and Four Characteristic Waltzes (orchestrated by Norman O’Neill).  Others, 
which may have had orchestral versions, although I personally have neither heard nor even heard of them, 
included Moorish Tones Pictures (1897), African Suite (1898), Moorish Dance (1904) – this was years before 
Ketèlbey’s “exotic” vogue – Scenes de Ballet, Two Oriental Valses, Forest Scenes (1907), Cameos Op.56 and 
Papillon. 

    Just some of Coleridge-Taylor’s larger-scale instrumental compositions have survived.  The afore-
mentioned Ballade in A minor and the Clarinet Quintet in F sharp minor were recorded a generation ago.  
Otherwise, setting his light music aside, his reputation rested for upwards of half a century on Hiawatha.  
Although this was regarded – perhaps unfairly – as Victorian sentimentality, north-country choirs in 
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particular remained faithful to it longer than most.  Light music has largely kept Coleridge-Taylor’s name 
alive, though one may doubt whether the composer would have liked that any more than Sullivan and 
German did.  It is to be hoped that the 2012 centenary will do something to restore his reputation. 

© Philip L. Scowcroft, June 2012 

Note: This article is adapted, in revised and updated form, from a chapter in Mr Scowcroft’s book British 
Light Music: A Personal Gallery of 20th Century British Composers (Thames 1997) 

W. Vincent Wallace (1812-65) 
A Short Bicentennial Musical Biography 

allace, now remembered only and if at all, for his first and most popular opera, Maritana, was 
arguably the greatest musician to come out of Ireland in the nineteenth century, being a virtuoso of 

international renown on both violin and piano.  Together with his compatriot and contemporary, M. 
William Balfe, the two composers were the major contributors to the early-Victorian school of English 
opera in London in the period 1835-65.  However, the very popularity of Maritana (1845) throughout the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries has served both to obscure Wallace’s range and versatility as a 
composer, and to eclipse his five later completed operas, discussed below. 

    Born in 1812 in Waterford city, where his father Spencer 
was stationed for a year as a rank-and-file musician with 
the North Mayo Militia, William Wallace grew up in his 
father’s home place of Ballina, Co. Mayo, in the years 1816-
23.  He and his siblings Spencer Wellington (b. 1814) and 
Eliza (b. 1820, and named after her mother), were taught 
music by their father, now a bandmaster, who was clearly 
an exceptional teacher in that all three children became 
professional musicians.  Young William, however, far 
outshone the others in musical ability, and when the family 
left the army in 1826 and moved to Dublin, he developed his 
skills as a pianist and violinist to virtuoso level. 

    Wallace, whose musical career, both as an executant and 
composer, was forged in the very fluid economic and social 
conditions of the first half of the nineteenth century, had 
many different but interlocking aspects to his career: (i) 
theatre musician and burgeoning virtuoso in Dublin, 

1827—34; (ii) travelling virtuoso 1835—44, during which decade Wallace undertook a pioneering round-
the-world trip; (iii) opera composer in London 1845—48, with the premières of Maritana and Matilda and 
the composition of the major part of Lurline (left unfinished in 1848); (iv)salon composer and performer in 
the U.S.A., 1850—60, during which period Wallace also undertook many visits to Europe from 1854, the 
year he became a U.S. citizen and, finally: (v) opera composer in London, second phase, 1860—64, which 
saw the successive premières of Lurline, The Amber Witch, Love´s Triumph and The Desert Flower.  Many 
lesser musicians of the period managed to operate in one or other of the above areas in which Wallace 
functioned, only to fade afterwards into obscurity.  His success in so many diverse musical arenas bespeaks 
a rare talent for adaptability and flexibility in a rapidly-changing world, not to mention coping in addition 
with domestic difficulties and a life seriously blighted by ill-health. 

    The first period in Dublin was the formative one of Wallace´s career (aged 15—22).  In the capital he 
honed his skill on piano with the pedagogues W. S. Conran and J. B. Logier, whose piano method Wallace 
used later, when he established his own music academy in Sydney in 1836.  At the Dublin Music Festival of 
September 1831, in which Wallace on violin, his brother S. Wellington on piccolo, and his uncle by 
marriage, Thomas Leggatt, on oboe, are listed in the large orchestra assembled for the occasion.  He heard 
the great Paganini play on several occasions, an experience which galvanized him into developing his own 
considerable technique on violin to virtuoso level.  In May 1834 Wallace appeared in this new role, playing 
a violin concerto of his own at a concert in the Rotunda. 

    However, important as these influences were, it was Wallace´s routine work as an orchestral musician at 
the new Theatre Royal in Hawkins St. which was the most significant for his future career, in that it 
introduced him to the world of opera.  The Italian Opera Festival of October 1829 at the Royal, led by Paolo 
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Spagnoletti of the King´s Theatre, London, with Wallace as co-leader, featured several Rossini operas.  In 
addition to allowing the budding composer to learn the craft from the inside, the festival also resulted in 
what may be Wallace´s first composition to appear in print, the Souvenir Quadrilles of Rossini (c. 1830).  
These were published in Sackville St. in the city by the music firm of Andrew Ellard, who was Wallace´s 
uncle by marriage. 

    Wallace´s world tour in the decade 1835-44 was a trailblazing one, in that he is the first music virtuoso 
on record to circle the world—still a hazardous undertaking in the 1830s, before the age of screw 
steamships or of national railways.  Accompanied by his wife Isabella and son Willy, it began with a four-
month voyage to Australia, where Wallace remained two years, during which time his marriage broke 
down.  Leaving Isabella and Willy with relatives in Sydney, Wallace continued alone across the Pacific to 
South America and then north by sea to Mexico in the years to 1840.  Having spent seasons in Mexico City 
and New Orleans in the following two years, he then travelled on to New York, where Wallace was fêted in 
summer 1843 as the greatest musician to appear in the city to date.  The same year saw the arrival in New 
York of the first European virtuosi to sail direct via the new packet steamers.  Wallace’s performances on 
violin and piano in the city and environs, and his early American compositions such as The Flag of our 
Union (1843), laid the foundation for his second more substantial and productive period in New York from 
1850. 

    Among the violin virtuosi Wallace encountered in this first period in the U.S. were the Belgians Artot and 
Vieuxtemps and the flamboyant Norwegian, Ole Bull.  While Wallace is on record, in a later report in the 
Illustrated London News, as holding his own in this ‘clash of Titans’, it is significant, nonetheless, that he 
seems largely to have given up playing the violin in public after these encounters, concentrating almost 
exclusively on the piano as his principal instrument in his later career.  While many of his violin pieces are 
regrettably either lost or unaccounted for, a few have survived in print, principally the substantial Fantaisie 
Bravoura on the Last Rose of Summer (in the style of Paganini), which demonstrates that he was a violinist 
of great technical ability and flair. 

    Shortly after his return to London in 1845, Wallace shot to fame as an opera composer with the success 
of his first work Maritana, with libretto by Edward Fitzball, at Drury Lane.  The critic J. W. Davison wrote of 
it: “a more complete success we never recollect within the walls of an English theatre.”  It was to be Wallace’s 
biggest triumph, not matched even by the equally great but more ephemeral success of Lurline in 1860.  
Wallace conducted a revised version of Maritana in Vienna in January 1848, at the prestigious Theater an 
der Wien.  It was to be his only operatic première on the continent in his lifetime, and a new critical edition 
of the Viennese version of the opera, which has not been heard since the 1850s, has recently been 
completed in full score by the present writer.  In its original London version, Maritana held the stage on 
both sides of the Atlantic, and also in Australia, throughout the nineteenth century, and along with Balfe’s 
best-known opera, The Bohemian Girl, is recognised as among the most popular English operas of the 
century. 

    It has often been assumed that Wallace was a rather sporadic opera composer, because the periods in 
which his six completed works were staged were widely separated.  However, when his unfinished/lost 
operas are included in the tally, it becomes clear that he worked more or less constantly at opera 
composition after Maritana to the extent that his variable health and circumstances allowed.  From 1846, 
he was involved in no less than eleven further operatic projects to 1864, when he was forced finally, due to 
illness, to abandon work on his last opera, Estrella.  Six of his operas remained either incomplete or 
unperformed: namely, in approximate order of composition, The Maid of Zurich, Gulnare, Olga, The King’s 
Page, The Lady of Lyons and the aforementioned Estrella.  This lack of completion was due, at least in part, 
to there being few opportunities during the 1850s in either London or New York to produce new English 
operas, and Wallace´s intermittent bad health during the first half of the 1850s was no doubt also a factor. 

    It was in the extended period of 1848-64 that the majority of Wallace’s output of salon music, highly 
regarded in his time, was published.  Comprising about two hundred piano pieces and many songs, it is 
only in recent years that this large corpus of work has been re-examined and an extensive selection 
recorded.  It includes piano works both of great charm such as Melodie Irlandaise – surely a minor 
masterpiece – and of great power, such as the Nocturne Dramatique, which demonstrate that Wallace was a 
pianist-composer of considerable resource and imagination.  His many songs too have rarely featured in 
performance in recent times, and are only now being rediscovered as yet another delightful aspect of this 
much-neglected composer.  For example, the novel harmonic touches in the song Orange Flowers (1852, 
with lyrics by Chorley) remind one of early Delius, whose style the song anticipates by at least a generation. 
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    Despite his removal to the U.S.A. in 1850, and his becoming a U.S. citizen in 1854, Wallace did not 
abandon his interests in England and Europe and in the process became perhaps the first composer to 
operate on both sides of the Atlantic in the mid-nineteenth century.  To protect his copyright, he ensured 
that his works were published simultaneously in both London and in New York and a significant number 
were also published in Germany.  Wallace’s international standing at this time can be illustrated by two 
contiguous events on either side of the Atlantic in summer 1854.  First, the celebrations in New York city in 
June on his receiving his citizenship, an event marked by a gala concert at Castle Garden at which Wallace 
and his partner Hélène Stoepel-Wallace played a two-piano version of his Fantasia on Halévy’s opera 
L´éclair to great enthusiasm and ovations.  Then, in July, having received an undertaking to have his opera 
Lurline produced that autumn at the Royal Opera in Berlin, Wallace crossed to London in anticipation of the 
event.  For some reason, the Berlin plans fell through, and Wallace returned to the U.S. on the Cunard 
steamer Arabia in autumn 1854, narrowly missing shipwreck when the S.S. Arctic (the sister ship of the 
Atlantic, on which he had sailed across to Liverpool) foundered on the Grand Banks off Newfoundland, with 
much loss of life. 

    In the following years, 1855-60, Wallace made a further five single crossings of the Atlantic in pursuit of 
his interests, both business and musical, in Europe and the U.S.A.  During this time, he completed his grand 
operas Lurline and The Amber Witch and these works, when eventually staged in London in 1860-61, 
ushered in his final period there as an opera composer.  With the success of Lurline at Covent Garden in 
early 1860, which drew superlatives from the critics, Wallace became re-established, alongside Balfe, at the 
forefront of composers of English opera at that time.  However, the twelve-year stylistic gap between the 
early-Romantic music of Lurline, which (begun in 1847-48) was very acceptable to audiences by 1860, and 
the dark-hued, chromatic and relatively heavily-scored Amber Witch, was to lead to the latter work´s 
rejection by the public in general at its première in 1861 at Her Majesty’s Theatre.   Although the work 
received critical approval, the failure with the public of the opera Wallace considered his greatest 
achievement was a hard blow to his aspirations to be recognised internationally as a composer of serious 
English opera at this time. 

    With a partner and two young sons to support, as well as allowances to pay to his estranged wife Isabella 
and son Willy, Wallace had no choice but to abandon grand opera as a medium, and in the years 1862-63 
he wrote two lighter operas for Covent Garden, namely Love’s Triumph and The Desert Flower.  The former, 
based on a French play, is appropriately in the style of an opéra comique; the latter is more like the later 
Gilbert & Sullivan operettas in style, or might even be regarded as a forerunner of the modern musical.  
While these last works to be performed did not achieve anything like the popularity of Maritana or Lurline, 
they did at least keep Wallace´s name before the public, and the wolf from the door.  Wallace is also 
reported as having completed The Maid of Zurich (begun as far back as 1849) at this time, and along with 
Love’s Triumph and his two major grand operas, it may have formed part of a quartet of works he put 
forward in Paris in 1863 for consideration by the Opéra, the Théâtre-Lyrique and the Théâtre-Italien.  In 
this final attempt to have one of his operas staged in Paris, Wallace was, regrettably, unsuccessful, although 
his reputation in France at this time may be gauged both from the highly praiseworthy comments about his 
works by his friend Berlioz in the Journal des Débats and by the fact that the first biographical study of 
Wallace to appear, in the year after his death, was by the French musician and critic Arthur Pougin, who 
would later write biographies of Meyerbeer and Verdi. 

    In 1864, Wallace developed a heart condition and, after a long illness of some 18 months – spent mostly 
in Paris and latterly in the south of France – Wallace died on 12 October 1865, at the Château de Bagen.  
This was the home of Hélène’s sister, the Baroness Marie-Thérèse de Saintegême, and lies near Barbazan in 
the foothills of the Pyrenees.  His embalmed remains were brought back to London and he was buried in 
the Anglican cemetery at Kensal Green on 23 October 1865.  An eloquent obituary next day in The Star of 
London and copied in the Freeman’s Journal of Dublin, reads in part as follows: 

“The grave closed yesterday over all that was mortal of the greatest English [sic] composer of 
our time. Vincent Wallace was even more than this; he had no equal among those of his 
countrymen who have laboured at any period in the field of lyric drama. We may exhaust the 
whole catalogue of our native musicians without finding one who possessed his rare 
combination of ripe learning with dramatic force, of passionate intensity with graceful fancy, 
of power of picturesque colouring with exquisite melodic inspiration. […]   His death entails an 
incalculable and irreparable loss upon the English school of music, and is all the more fervently 
to be deplored since he was cut off in the fullness of his intellectual faculties, and at an age 
which justified the hope that he would contribute many more treasures to the storehouse of 
the art which he loved so well.” 
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    In the generation after his death, while the popularity of Maritana continued unabated, Wallace received 
little recognition from the establishment for having ventured, with his middle-period operas, into the field 
of English grand opera, which has proved to be the artistic graveyard of many an aspiring composer.  This 
was due, at least in part, to the English ambivalence at that time toward the whole idea of serious opera in 
the vernacular.  Thus, the eventual revival of Lurline in London in 1890 by the Carl Rosa Opera Co. served 
only to highlight its shortcomings in comparison with the works of Verdi, Wagner, and Massenet, by then 
well-established as the norm by which grand opera should be judged.  The Amber Witch, rescued later in 
the same decade by the equally enterprising Moody Manners Co., fared better with the critics when 
performed in the U.K. and in Dublin at the turn of the century.  It should be remembered that, in the 1890s 
in London, even the formidable partnership of impresario Richard D’Oyly Carte and Sir Arthur Sullivan, the 
most popular English composer of his time, was unable to overcome this bias against home-grown serious 
opera.  Despite the undoubted popular success of Sullivan’s Ivanhoe (1891), the first production in D'Oyly 
Carte’s enterprising new English Opera House at Cambridge Circus, the undertaking proved unsustainable 
in the longer term, and English grand opera once more entered the doldrums. 

    In our own time, two insightful published surveys of early-Victorian English opera by George 
Biddlecombe and the late Michael Hurd both come to the conclusion that if works of the period such as the 
Wallace operas are to be sympathetically received in modern times, then, in the words of the former: 

It is important to see their achievement in perspective. In terms of the basic issues of the 
operatic relationship between music and text, these [early-Victorian] composers sought to 
raise English opera to a level that not only went far beyond the boundaries accepted by Bishop 
in the preceding generation, but had very few precedents throughout the whole of English 
music history. Moreover, whatever assessment of the intrinsic value of their work we may later 
reach, it is undeniable that, in this aspiration, they were successful. 

    For his part, Michael Hurd, to paraphrase his conclusions, makes the additional point that if the operatic 
works of certain lesser continental masters are considered worthy of the occasional revival in our time, 
there is no reason why their British/Irish counterparts should not be accorded the same courtesy and 
honoured at least to the same degree.  The period between the present bicentenary year, which brings 
many welcome new recordings of Wallace’s salon music,  and the near-occurrence of a second anniversary 
(the 150th of his death, in 2015), will hopefully also be the occasion of a timely reappraisal of Wallace’s 
significant contribution to opera in English in the mid-nineteenth century. 

© David Grant, July 2012 

Canon Alfred Wheeler (1865-1949) 
orshippers at St Paul’s Anglican Cathedral in Melbourne early in the 20th century would have had 
the unusual experience of hearing the choir singing anthems composed by the Cathedral’s precentor, 

Rev. (later Canon) Alfred Wheeler. 

    Wheeler was an Englishman, born in London in 1865.  Contemporary records describe his father as 
“Wholesale Bedding Manufacturer” and a man of considerable wealth; but he was burnt out twice and not 
insured either time.  He was reduced to what the Victorians liked to refer to as “genteel poverty”.  Alfred, 
however, was well educated at the City of London School, which only Londoners could attend.  There he 
would have attended singing classes, conducted by the organist and choir master of St Luke’s, Chelsea – F. 
Everard W. Hulton.  St Luke’s was the first parish church in London to have a paid professional choir, which 
often performed with orchestra and drew big audiences to its regular evening concerts.  This would appear 
to have been Wheeler’s introduction to serious music making, although he received no formal training.  He 
taught himself to play the piano and the violin. 

    Wheeler’s first musical memories went back much further – to early childhood, when he was taken to the 
celebrated entertainment staged by Mr and Mrs German Reed.  “A kind of Musical Charades on a large 
scale,” he was later to recall: 

“It was not quite ‘the theatre’, but not far from it. There were no ballet girls or other inventions 
of the Evil One that smacked too much of the theatre. Consequently it was thought to be quite a 
proper place for children to attend with their nurses and uncles and aunts. Nothing ever 
occurred to raise a blush to the cheek of Modesty”. 

    This, no doubt, was the beginning of a life-long delight in humorous songs, of which he was to write 
many.  German Reed is said to have introduced Gilbert and Sullivan to each other, both of whom chanced to 
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be present at one of the evening “entertainments” – and Trial by Jury soon followed.  During Wheeler’s 
remaining years in England, he saw the first performances of all the popular Savoy Operas.  This, too, had a 
lasting influence – much of his sacred music reflects the style of Sullivan in his “non-Gilbert” works. 

    Wheeler enrolled to study law at St John’s College, Cambridge but music was beginning to take over.  He 
sang in the College choir and played in the University orchestra under Sir Charles Villiers Stanford.  The 
whole course of his life was changed when he felt called to the ministry in the Church of England.  He 
completed a Master of Arts degree at St John’s and, in 1890, was ordained by the Bishop of Durham.  The 
following year he travelled to Australia and remained there for the rest of his life, although he made 
occasional visits “home” to see family and friends.  His first years were spent as a bush clergyman in South 
Australia, travelling between remote settlements, but once settled in his new environment, he began to 
take lessons by correspondence from Edward Harold Davies at Adelaide’s Elder Conservatorium (see BMS 
News 115).  In this way, he mastered harmony and counterpoint, often writing his exercises in remote 
townships, hotel rooms and even sitting in his buggy. 

    Wheeler was soon composing, mainly simple anthems and part-songs.  One of his earliest works, written 
originally for a very small country choir with one bass, a tenor, a couple of altos and half a dozen sopranos, 
was To the Death.  The title may suggest something of a religious nature.  In fact, it was a jolly hunting 
chorus which enjoyed great popularity in its day.  Fox hunting was widely practised by the “gentry” in 19th 
century South Australia.  At about this time he composed what was to be the first of a number of secular 
cantatas for children, Soot and the Fairies, inspired by Charles Kingsley’s The Water Babies.  Kingsley’s 
moral tale seems very dated these days and, sadly, the cantata shares the same fate.  In 1899, he became 
precentor and a minor canon of St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne.  In 1908, he became vicar of All Saints, 
Newtown (Geelong, just 40 miles or so from Melbourne) where he remained for the last 29 years of his 
ministry.  So the incentive to compose church music was ever present and anthems flowed from his pen.  
From his time in Melbourne, Allan and Co. began to publish his works, as did Stainer and Bell and Curwen’s 
in London, and Wills Music Co. of Boston. 

    If Wheeler’s anthems are not often heard today, it is largely due to the disappearance of parish church 
choirs for whom they were particularly suited.  “My attitude towards music”, he once said, “is that of a 
person whose aim has been to produce unpretentious things for simple folk”.  Modern cathedral choirs would 
probably not find them challenging enough.  Wheeler was keen to promote active congregational worship, 
rather than have a trained choir carry the burden, so in 1929 he composed a setting of the Holy 
Communion service.  In this he was ahead of his time, at least as far as Australia was concerned.  Three 
years later he compiled a volume of festive hymns. 

    Wheeler’s compositions were by no means confined to church music.  As a young man he had often 
invented humorous sketches and songs which he sang at the piano.  When he gave up singing himself, he 
took to writing humorous part-songs and these were much loved by small amateur choirs.  Many of them 
were based on nursery rhymes and Old Mother Hubbard (with barking dog!) enjoyed world-wide 
popularity and is still sung, in Australia at least. 

    Allan & Co suggested that Wheeler turn his attention to easy piano teaching pieces.  The first of these, a 
little minuet, was an immediate success and became a “set piece” for examinations and many others 
followed.  Yet another side to his musical activities was the arrangement of popular melodies as organ or 
harmonium voluntaries.  These ranged from Bach and Handel to such salon pieces as Narcissus by 
Ethelbert Nevis and Czibulka’s Hearts and Flowers.  They were very popular at the time, as little country 
churches in Australia were generally restricted to a harmonium to provide music for Sunday services.  In 
fact, I played some of them myself many years ago.  Needless to say, they are now almost forgotten. 

    While Wheeler never attempted large-scale works, he was astonishingly prolific.  In 1948, a list of his 
works published by Allan’s numbered almost 150 items and the National Library in Canberra has 195 in 
their catalogues.  It seems a pity that so much music should be languishing unheard and one can only hope 
that some of Australia’s smaller amateur choirs might rediscover it.  They would find it both grateful and 
rewarding to sing. 

    Wheeler died in Geelong in 1949. 

Discography: The Coming of Youth: Songs of Alfred Wheeler (21 tracks) sung by the National Children’s 
Choir of Australia conducted by Paul R. Curtis. NCCA CD001 

© Hector Walker, August 2012 
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Chairman’s Message 

John Gibbons writes… 

2012 has been a sad year for the BMS with the passing of 
the legendary Stan Meares and then the shock of the 
death of Raphael Terroni at the very end of August. Both 
were giant figures for the BMS and will greatly missed. 
Raphael, in particular, was still a very active member of 
the committee and Vice-Chairman until the June AGM. 
He was a wonderful support during my first year as 
Chairman showing great wisdom in his guidance and 
advice. He will be sorely missed by the BMS. 
The summer has seen a number of notable British music 
occasions. The performance of The Canterbury Tales by 
George Dyson at the Three Choirs, subsequently 
broadcast on Radio 3, stands out for me but I was also 
fortunate to be able to attend the Lake District Summer 
Music Festival performance of the complete Hiawatha by 
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor at the Coronation Hall, 
Ulverston. The Proms brought us lots of Delius and a 
night of Vaughan Williams symphonies conducted by 
Andrew Manze. The latter was undoubtedly popular with 
fans of Vaughan Williams but personally I was 
disappointed that great British symphonies were isolated 
in their own event rather than being billed alongside the 
European mainstream thereby introducing them to  
listeners comfortable with the standard fare but inclined 
not to take risks. The world premiere of the Alwyn Violin 
Concerto in June proved how a live performance, in this 
case with the stunning playing of Lorraine McAslan,  
enables us all to get inside the music in a way that we 
rarely achieve through recorded mediums. Many BMS 
members confessed that they possessed a recording of the 
violin concerto but had not rated it - Lorraine's live 
performance changed their minds. 
So we should all try to get out and support live 
performances of British music rather than rely on our 
recorded music collections. There is much going on both 
with individual concerts and the plethora of Festivals 
around the country. 

Composer News 

Elis Pehkonen 
MUSICAL FIREWORKS ON A SUMMER 

EVENING 
A Concert to Celebrate Elis Pehkonen's 70th Birthday 
Elis Pehkonen's 70th Birthday Concert took place in 
Aldeburgh Parish Church on Saturday 14th July. The 
event was held in aid of Marie Curie Cancer Care. 
Humphrey Burton's foreword in the programme 
commented: "We are fortunate in East Suffolk to have a 
composer of Elis's calibre living in our midst! This 
birthday concert is characteristic of his many-faceted 
genius." The evening's atmosphere, as implied in the 

composite performer title, "John Turner and friends", was 
an informal gathering of friends to celebrate a birthday, 
and so it turned out musically. Elis's genius was 
employed to full effect as composer, arranger, organiser 
and (albeit reluctant) performer, the programme 
comprising an eclectic mix of ancient and modern, 
thoughtful and entertaining. Each half began with 
Fireworks Music – Handel's Royal variety and 
Pehkonen's short recorder and harpsichord suite with 
movements entitled Catherine Wheel, Roman Candle and 
Rocket, all of which sent us in a spin, dazzled us with 
colour, and fired us in different musical directions. As 
Handel was represented in the programme, it was only 
proper that Bach should have his say too, with the 
delightful duo of Lesley-Jane Rogers (soprano) and 
Danielle Perrett (harp) in the Ave Maria (Gounod's 
adaptation of the first Prelude from Book One of the 48), 
joined by recorders in Sheep my Safely Graze. 
The recorders (John Turner and Liz Page) seemed to 
unify proceedings (surprise, surprise), performing in 
many items. Jane Wells's soliloquy Occasional Dancing, 
especially composed for John, explored a more thoughtful 
side to the instrument. John and Liz, together with 
Lesley-Jane Rogers and Danielle Perrett, were later 
joined by Jeremy Hughes (cello) and Fenella Humphreys 
(violin) with the composer on the harpsichord, in Elis's 
evocative setting of Wordsworth's I Wandered Lonely as 
a Cloud, entitled The Inward Eye, commissioned by Sir 
John and Lady Manduell. In complete contrast, Peter 
Hope's Geordie Tunes, an arrangement of well-known 
folksongs from the north-east of England for recorder and 
harpsichord, was pure entertainment, as was Alleluia, 
Elis's exuberant setting of popular late medieval Latin and 
German texts derived from The Song of Solomon. In the 
final section of this work the performers were joined by 
Diggory Seacome on percussion and accompanied by the 
rhythmic hand-clapping of Lesley-Jane! 
No concert should be complete without a premiere, 
particularly from a living British composer (concert 
promoters please take note!) Gordon Crosse's Sonatina 
for violin and piano, with one of the three movements 
dedicated to Fenella Humphreys and another to Peter 
Hope, displayed a rediscovered love of melody, and was 
beautifully played, accompanied by Helen Reid on the 
piano. The duo also gave Christopher Wright's Pastorale 
and, later, delivered an animated performance of Elis' 
Travel Sonata, an exciting piece full of contrasts, the 
Basque Love Song and the final Stampede in Pamplona 
being of particular note. The concluding jamboree, Elis's 
arrangement of Medieval Songs and Dances united all the 
performers, including Philip Simms on harpsichord, and 
they were joined by nightingale whistles, cuckoo calls, a 
crow call, and a jester's staff and jingles in the last song, 
Der Mai by Oswald von Wolkenstein. This happy song 
invoked the sun to shine (for the first time) in a day of 
otherwise very dull and wet weather, and sent us off into 
the Aldeburgh evening with good cheer in our hearts. 
A HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELIS! 

© Christopher Wright, July 2012 
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Obituaries 

Raphael Terroni 
Further to the obituary published on the front page of this 
issue, we also publish the eulogy given by Donald Ellman 
at Raphael’s funeral on 11 September 2012 at the Church 
of the Sacred Heart, Ramsey, Cambridgeshire. 
“I first met Raphael in the early 1990s and he became one 
of my closest and dearest friends.  We could have an even 
longer friendship had we met in 1969 when we were both 
at the outset of our careers looking for work. We 
happened to apply for the same job at Downside 
Preparatory School in Leatherhead. He got the job. 
“Our friendship began after the merger of our two 
respective places of work, Raphael was Head of 
Keyboard at the London College of Music and I was 
Academic Director of Music at Thames Valley University 
in Ealing. The provision of high quality music education 
was tremendously important to both of us and something 
about which we had many points of connection. Raphael 
was a wonderful and caring teacher, particularly for his 
instrument the piano, and he worked tirelessly for the 
welfare and musical development of his pupils.  He was 
adored and highly respected teacher, which is shown by 
how many of his students from all over the world kept in 
touch with him - some of whom no doubt are here today. 
He was delighted to hear from past students and always 
showed genuine interest in their progress. 
“Raphael’s knowledge of the art of piano playing and 
musical performance was second to none, yet he himself 
was always ready to learn especially from listening to 
different performers and through collaborating with 
colleagues. Throughout his life he was hugely indebted to 
his two main piano teachers Cyril Smith and John Vallier. 
It was particularly through the teaching of John Vallier 
we connected as pianists and musicians – John Vallier 
was the pupil of Adele Verne, herself a pupil of Clara 
Schumann, whose traditions we both greatly admired.  
Our mutual admiration for these traditions led to a crazy 
idea in 1997, when we planned to set up a conservatoire 
of music in Virginia USA with Adele Verne’s nephew – 
but sadly and probably fortunately that all fell through. 
“As a pianist Raphael was a wonderfully sensitive artist 
and musician and we are fortunate to be able to hear him 
on the many CDs that he has left us. Through his playing, 
recordings and active membership and chairmanship of 
the British Music Society he was a tireless supporter of 
British Music. He was a great explorer of the neglected 
corners of the repertoire and uncovered many treasures. 
He was particularly keen to share this music with many 
other eminent musicians in vocal music and chamber 
music.   It is sad that he was not now be able to fulfil his 
recent project of recording works by Robert Muller 
Hartmann, also known as Harpo, a German musician who 
lived in England for much of his life, after fleeing Nazi 
Germany in 1937. 

“What I respected above all about Raphael was his 
completely genuine love of music from a vast range of 
repertoire. He was always exploring and so often in our 
conversations he would say,  ‘I’ve just picked up so and 
so playing such and such’  which was usually a scratchy 
LP found in one of the many charity shops in which he 
loved to rummage.  His enthusiasm was not just for the 
music but also for its performance.  A particular 
enthusiasm of his was for Italian Opera, especially Italian 
Tenors – perhaps not surprising for a man with the 
surname Terroni.  This was an area we did not always 
share – another area was concerning football – sadly he 
was an Arsenal supporter. As with his playing, Raphael 
loved to listen and share music with others, especially 
Pam and his family – I know in recent times he and Pam 
were gradually working their way through all the Bach 
Cantatas. 
“At work Raphael was tremendously supportive 
colleague, especially through the difficult times we both 
went through in our latter years of our working lives. His 
innate sense of right and wrong and his ability to stick to 
his guns were wholly admirable and he was never 
frightened of giving vent to his views. This made him an 
excellent leader and a wonderful colleague. 
“We will miss Raphael hugely – even his many groan-
inducing puns. He was a loving husband, a wonderful 
father, a true friend and a superb pianist and musician. He 
has left a memorable legacy for us all to treasure and 
celebrate. Thank you, Raphael. 
“Raphael's family have also asked me to read just a few 
words from them”: 
“Although all of you who knew him well are aware that 
he didn't appreciate public displays of sentimentality we 
just wanted to tell you that the love between us and dad 
was mutually unbounded, that he was our rock with his 
wisdom and quiet honest support. He was always there to 
listen and would never judge. A smile and a joke would 
make anything ok.  We will miss him more than words 
can say.” 

© Donald Ellman, September 2012 

Professor Ian Parrott 
An Obituary and Appreciation by John Turner 

Ian Parrott died on 4 September 2012 in hospital at 
Aberystwyth, at the great age of 96. His funeral took 
place on Wednesday 12 September in St. Padarn's Church 
at Llanbadarn Fawr, near Aberystwyth, with which he 
had been closely associated for many years and in which 
he had arranged some years ago for the installation of a 
beautiful stained glass window, with musical symbols, by 
the distinguished engraver and stained glass artist John 
Petts. I played his solo recorder piece Awel Dyfi (Dovey 
Breeze) during the service, as a reminder of his quick-
witted and mercurial character and his abiding love of the 
Welsh landscape. 
Ian was probably the last surviving British composer of 
his generation, as well as a distinguished academic and 
author and his services to British music were many and 
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various. After a short spell as a lecturer at Birmingham 
University (from 1947 to 1950), he was appointed to the 
Gregynog Chair of Music in the University College of 
Wales Aberystwyth at the age of 34 and Aberystwyth 
became his adopted home for the rest of his life. He 
learned to speak Welsh competently if not fluently. His 
distinguished pupils included the composers William 
Mathias, Peter Wiegold and David Harries, the tenor 
Kenneth Bowen and the musicologists David Russell 
Hulme (who inherited Ian's love of Gilbert and Sullivan) 
and Rhian Davies (who now administers the Gregynog 
Festival). As professor, he moulded the department very 
much in his own image and did not suffer fools gladly! 
His students could sometimes be terrified of him but at 
the same time held him in deep regard and affection. 
His activities outside the university were legion. He was a 
founder member and subsequently chairman of the Guild 
for the Promotion of Welsh Music, Vice-President of the 
Union of Graduates in Music, a council member of the 
Incorporated Society of Musicians, a committee member 
of the Composers' Guild and an examiner for Trinity 
College of Music, much relishing his worldwide tours, 
which gave inspiration for many of his compositions and 
enabled him occasionally to arrange for performances of 
his music abroad. 
Ian was born on 5 March 1916 in Streatham Hill, London, 
to a father who was an engineer and a mother who was a 
talented amateur pianist; enthralled by his mother's 
playing he started composing at the age of seven and, as a 
child received harmony lessons from Benjamin Dale. He 
received his education at Harrow, the Royal College of 
Music (where his principal study was organ), and 
subsequently New College Oxford, where he was 
Margaret Bridges Scholar, subsequently (1940) 
composing his lovely setting of Robert Bridges’ I Heard 
a Linnet Courting as a result of the gift of a volume of the 
poetry of Margaret's father. This song (his first to be 
published) was dedicated to his first wife Elizabeth. His 
near-contemporaries at Oxford included the composers 
David Cox, Geoffrey Bush and Peter Crossley-Holland 
and also  Humphrey Searle, with whom he started an 
enduring if rather unlikely friendship, as well as the 
academics Roger Bullivant and Basil Smallman. 
After a short period teaching at Malvern School, Parrott 
was called up into the army in 1940, and posted to Egypt, 
where his first opera (of four) The Sergeant-Major's 
Daughter received three performances. His Egyptian 
sojourn inspired two large scale orchestral tone-poems, El 
Alamein and Luxor (Royal Philharmonic Society Prize, 
1949), performed under Groves and Boult respectively. 
Later orchestral works included concertos for cor anglais 
and cello (both given by the Hallé under Barbirolli with 
Roger Winfield and William Pleeth respectively as 
soloists), trombone, and piano, a concertino for two 
guitars, five symphonies, a Sinfonia Concertante for 
recorder and violin and several concert overtures. There is 
also a substantial corpus of piano music, songs and 
chamber music, including five string quartets. The 
distinguished performers of his music have included the 

conductor Arwel Hughes, the Allegri String Quartet, the 
harpists Ann Griffiths, Elinor Bennett and Susan Drake, 
the organists Rodney Baldwin and Jennifer Bate, the 
singers Sophie Wyss, Kenneth Bowen and Jeremy Huw 
Williams, the pianist John McCabe and the clarinettist 
Alan Hacker. 
My own first encounter with Ian was in 1995, when I was 
asked to arrange for a concert in Tudeley Church, Kent 
(with its wonderful Chagall windows), to celebrate the 
eightieth birthday of David Cox, his close friend since 
Oxford days and co-conspirator in matters Warlockian. I 
asked Ian over the phone if he would be prepared to write 
a short tribute to David – which he duly did – a typically 
witty and off-beat setting for reciter and recorder, entitled 
Happiness, of words by “Beachcomber” and others. At 
the same time as agreeing to my request he asked me to 
arrange a concert for his own eightieth birthday the 
following year and for this concert (held at Y Taberncal 
Machynlleth, with the wonderful co-operation of his great 
friends and supporters there, Ruth and Richard Lambert) 
he composed a beautiful new song-cycle, Songs of 
Renewal, for soprano voice, recorder and piano, which I 
think is one of his most profound and moving works. This 
work celebrated not only his eightieth birthday but also 
his forthcoming second marriage to Jeanne Peckham, a 
talented artist who gave meaning and serenity to his later 
years. Jeanne told me that he had won her in a raffle, 
which she had entered winning as the prize music lessons 
with Ian! A much safer way than the internet!! 
The text of the Songs of Renewal alluded to Ian's own 
spiritual and psychic beliefs (he had earlier befriended 
Rosemary Brown and orchestrated some of the “dictated” 
pieces she had received from old masters). I bought for 
them as a wedding present a painting by my friend the 
Cheshire composer and artist Thomas Pitfield. When I 
went to see Tom to choose a picture I asked him if he had 
any painting of subjects in Wales – he had a couple, and 
the one I chose was of a medieval church. Little did I 
realise at the time that the church in question was 
Llandabarn Fawr, which I did not then know, but where 
they were to marry. Coincidence? 
Ian set much store by his bilingual folk opera The Black 
Ram, based on Welsh folk tunes, which was given an 
amateur staging in Aberystwyth in 1966. It was turned 
down by the BBC and (Ian never knew this!) the 
conductor Vilem Tausky (who had been on the judging 
panel) that day took a train from Paddington to South 
Wales and was mortified to notice on the luggage rack 
above the head of his fellow passenger several heavy 
volumes of that very opera – he kept schtum for the rest 
of the journey and failed to reveal his identity! Ian’s other 
operas were a comic opera (with piano accompaniment) 
Once upon a Time, or the Wife who Liked Fairy Tales 
(premiered in New Zealand, but with several subsequent 
performances in Britain) and The Lady of Flowers, a 
dramatic chamber opera, again with piano 
accompaniment, commissioned with funds from the 
Welsh Arts Council. The style of his music is strongly 
tonal with a surprising quirkiness of harmony and 
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rhythmic deftness, as well as a love of unusual 
instrumental combinations (one of his early works was 
scored for flute, trombone, string trio and two pianos!) 
The countryside and coast line of mid-Wales was a 
constant source of inspiration to Ian, as was Welsh 
folksong. For my own instrument, the recorder, in the last 
15 years or so, he wrote almost a complete repertoire. His 
last works were a short piece for recorder oboe and piano, 
entitled Evelyn, for a concert in memory of our mutual 
friend Evelyn Barbirolli and a fantasy for recorder and 
piano, entitled Dedication, on the tune “Farewell to 
Aberystwyth” which I did not feel comfortable to play in 
his lifetime – it stands as a touching memorial to him. 
Ian married first (in 1940) Elizabeth Cox, a talented artist, 
whose picture of Elgar's Brinkwells appeared memorably 
on a record cover of music by Elgar. They had two sons, 
Michael (a cellist with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra) and Richard. After Elizabeth's death in1994 he 
married Jeanne, also a talented artist, who died in 2010. 
Ian Parrott was a prolific author, publishing books on 
Elgar (he claimed to have solved the enigma, and was an 
enthusiastic Vice-President of the Elgar Society), 
Warlock (again a Vice-President of the Peter Warlock 
Society), Cyril Scott, Rosemary Brown, the Misses 
Davies of Gregynog (whose festivals, originally 
supported by his predecessor in the Aberystwyth 
professorship Walford Davies, he successfully revived), 
as well as his own autobiography, rather wickedly entitled 
Parrottcisms (2003). 

© John Turner, September 2012 

Stan Meares 
Burial and Musical Wake 

On Saturday 30 June 2012, a varied collection of persons, 
family, friends, associates from the various groups and 
organisations with which Stan had been involved, 
including myself, Peter Gregory, Lewis Foreman, Martin 
Yates (no, not THAT one) etc. from the Society, gathered 
at the Chiltern Woodland Burial Park, Beaconsfield to 
attend his Burial and Musical Wake. 
The course of the event had been 'choreographed' by Stan 
himself and was carried out in accordance with his 
previous instructions. As an agnostic there was no 
religious ceremony. He left a short text which was read 
out by the funeral director at the burial with an eco-
friendly coffin interred amongst the trees. The assembled 
company then returned to the Gathering Hall and 
Woodland Hall where we were able to partake of 
refreshments. Over a period of about two hours this took 
place to the sound of two CDs worth of recordings that 
Stan had had specially prepared. 
Starting with Sullivan Onward Christian Soldiers we 
traversed 32 tracks via the Cobblers Song from Norton's 
Chu Chin Chow, three Preludes by Berkeley and Glenn 
Miller’s Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree until we reached 
The Charterhouse Carol. And so the proceedings 
concluded and we gradually went our various ways 
remembering fondly, I hope, a man of energy and 

enthusiasm who contributed in all sorts of ways in the 
differing associations we would have had with him at 
various times of his and our lives. We were blessed with 
pleasant weather and left him in lovely surroundings. 
Stan had directed that a collection should be taken and 
any money to be given to the The British Music Society, 
as a result of which we have benefited to the extent of 
£113 for which we are most grateful. 

© Stephen Trowell, August 2012 

James Stevens 
James Stevens (1923-2012) versatile, compassionate 
English composer of the highest musical breeding and 
integrity, studied with Benjamin Frankel at the Guildhall 
School of Music, where he won many awards, one of 
which was a French Government Bursary to study with 
Darius Milhaud at the Paris Conservatory. Here he met 
and studied with Nadia Boulanger, who was sufficiently 
moved by his talent to give him free tuition. Arthur 
Honegger extended him an open invitation to attend his 
classes. 
In 1940 he was called up to fight in the Second World 
War but refused, saying he could not kill or harm anyone 
and, at the age of eighteen was imprisoned in Wormwood 
Scrubs as a conscientious objector. After six months he 
was granted a pardon, released and ordered to work in 
hospitals and on the land digging ditches. 
He won numerous international awards, including the 
Mendelssohn Scholarship, the Lili Boulanger Memorial 
Prize and the BDK International Award in Tokyo. He was 
a prolific film score writer, often conducting the orchestra 
as the music was dubbed to film (a difficult and skillful 
job in those days). He composed four symphonies (he 
regarded his most recent operatic work, The Reluctant 
Masquerade, to be his fifth) and a large catalogue of 
music of all genres, including a number one hit in the 
1960s with Exploding Galaxy. In the 1950s his work on 
‘Musique Concrete’ pre-empted the late 20th and early 
21st century genre of Ambient Music championed by 
Brian Eno and others. 
In a time when homosexuality was still illegal, he bravely 
‘came out’ during a live television interview when his 
sense of injustice was piqued by one of the other 
interviewees’ disparaging remarks about ‘queers’. 
Although he felt his music was neglected towards the end 
of his life, his musical education, his worldwide acclaim 
by his musical peers and his eclectic compositions make 
him an important part of our musical heritage. 

©Michael Lisle Dunn, July 2012 
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Concert & Recital Reviews 

British Music to the Fore 
Villiers String Quartet, Lorraine McAslan (Violin), 
Ealing Symphony Orchestra, John Gibbons 
(Conductor) 
Saturday 23 June 2012, St. John’s, Smith Square 
The British Music Society followed its Annual General 
Meeting at St John’s Smith Square on Saturday 23 June 
with an immediate string quartet concert; a convivial 
lunch followed, then on to rehearsals for the evening 
concert given by the Ealing Symphony Orchestra under 
its Music Director, John Gibbons (also Chairman of the 
BMS!). The content of the programmes established a 
pattern, one of supporting British music as befits the aims 
of the Society. 
The Villiers String Quartet played a concert including the 
world premiere of a string quartet by Robert Still, 
Dialectic for string quartet by Alan Bush, finishing with 
Cherry Ripe by Frank Bridge. The evening concert gave 
the world premiere in concert of the Violin Concerto by 
William Alwyn, sandwiched between two Russian 
classics. 
Robert Still should have had his centenary celebrated in 
2010 but even the BBC shamefully neglected this 
interesting and possibly important English composer and 
little is heard of his music today. He wrote four string 
quartets but alas did not date any of them. Two are 
without key signature and very likely were composed 
after his studies with Hans Keller in the 1960’s. (He died 
in 1971). 
Still is remembered mainly for two symphonies no’s 3 
and 4, which were recorded by Sir Eugene Goossens (no 
3 in 1969) and Myer Fredman (no 4 in 1971). Both are 
available on the Lyrita label and make rewarding 
listening. The earlier two symphonies remain in 
manuscript with No 2 yet to be performed. 
He composed a substantial a catalogue however with 
plenty of variety in genres; orchestral, songs, chamber, 
choral, opera and piano solo. Gibbons and his orchestra 
perform the world premiere of the Violin Concerto with 
Efi Christodoulou in May next year. 
So some sort of reappraisal is becoming available; the 
string quartet heard on this occasion is without key so 
sounds a little different to the usual melodically inspired 
style employed generally. There is plenty of interest 
however with a modernist tinge suited to the time (no 
doubt under Keller’s benign influence). It makes a vivid 
impression with a final slow movement of limpid 
subtlety. 
The Villiers String Quartet prepared the performance 
thoroughly and delivered the work with panache and a 
high degree of confidence in the music’s worth, so 
important for any world premiere. Dialectic by Alan Bush 
is an early work but one full of interest in its one 
movement form. Considered by some as one of the great 

English quartets it possesses a warmth and expertise that 
allows it to be so considered; it is a work within the 
Villiers’ core repertoire and received a superb 
performance much appreciated by the audience. After the 
rigours of two contrasting but intellectually stimulating 
quartets the concert ended with the tuneful and touching 
Cherry Ripe by Frank Bridge. 
Alwyn’s Violin Concerto dates from c 1938, therefore 
written in his early thirties before he embarked on a dual 
career of concert and film music. It produced a sense of 
unalloyed joy; a long (40 or so minutes) work that Alwyn 
would have probably pruned if it had ever been 
performed in his lifetime (it was accepted by Sir Henry 
Wood for the Proms but turned down by the BBC and 
then put to one side by Alwyn). 
It is a romantically inclined work that contains an 
interesting blend of Elgarian melody (listen to the 
gorgeous second subject in the first movement) and 
Delian sensuousness. There are truly sublime moments, 
the most poetic probably being the passage at the end of 
the slow movement where a long solo viola line 
intertwines with the soft, hushed soloist bringing the 
movement to an end. This is worthy of Vaughan Williams 
at his best. 
The whole work is enthused with a romantic glow that 
sets it apart from the two English contemporary concertos 
by Britten and Walton, both containing a more astringent 
edge to the orchestration. Alwyn’s concerto can easily 
stand comparison with other such examples by Bliss, 
Brian, Moeran, Rubbra and Bax. All deserve our attention 
and it was gratifying to hear this (already recorded) 
Alwyn concerto played to such great effect by Lorraine 
McAslan whose ease of execution and sumptuous tone 
brought to mind how Heifetz would have reacted if it had 
been one of his Hollywood commissions. It certainly 
stands comparison with the concertos by those, mainly, 
European émigré composers who Heifetz championed in 
the war years in California. 
Much of the pleasure in this performance came from John 
Gibbons guiding his superb ESO players through the 
complexities of the romantic sonorities that Alwyn so 
cunningly writes for his players. He was already a master 
orchestrator. 
This was day of great achievement for the British Music 
Society. 

©Edward Clark, June 2012 

Prom 54, Delius Violin Concerto 
Tasmin Little (Violin), Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra/Petrenko 
Friday 24 August 2012, Royal Albert Hall, London 
Although written during the First World War, Delius' 
violin concerto contains none of the military exultations 
of Shostakovich's 10th or the maudlin sentimentality of 
Maxwell Davies' 9th, the other works offered at Prom 54. 
Performed at the Proms for the first time in over 40 years 
by the work's most ardent champion, Tasmin Little, and 
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expertly overseen by Vasiliy Petrenko at the helm of the 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic, it meanders pleasantly 
around the English countryside, offering stark contrast to 
the rest of the programme. 
Unfortunately the notorious acoustics of the Royal Albert 
Hall were not kind to the balance between soloist and 
Delius' thickly textured orchestration, with Little 
struggling to make herself heard in some places, giving 
the performance as a whole a somewhat restrained air, 
particularly the double-stopping section in the first 
movement. However, Petrenko kept the tempo moving 
with a spring in its step, avoiding wallowing in the tuttis. 
In the slower sections, Little came into her own with 
warmth and grace on what could have easily become 
Elgarian melodrama, singing over subdued orchestral 
strings. This eloquence continued into the lower register 
cadenza material and by the time the violin and wind 
conversation (reminiscent of later Rachmaninov) came 
around the acoustic balance had improved – for the most 
part. Matters picked up again in the allegretto, where a 
lilting accompaniment allowed Little to explore the 
complex arpeggio-like figures with clarity, effortlessly 
decorating the dance before winding down to the calm 
reprise of the opening theme as a coda. 

© Jenny Davies, September 2012 

A Summer Concert 
The Wandsworth Symphony Orchestra, Keith Stent 
(Conductor) 
Saturday 16 June 2012, St Mary’s Church, Putney, 
London 
This concert gave a nod towards H.M. The Queen in her 
Diamond Jubilee Year by performing the now rarely 
heard Imperial March by Elgar, written to celebrate the 
last such Jubilee, that of Queen Victoria in 1897. And 
very well played it was too with a swagger that was 
appropriate to the mood of that time of great Empire and 
global wealth. 
Following this warm and cuddly feeling with Malcolm 
Arnold at his most glacial and menacing was like playing 
Sibelius’s Fourth Symphony after the Karelia Suite. 
Arnold, by the way, thought Sibelius’s Fourth to be the 
greatest work of the 20th century. It takes one to spot 
one! 
All credit to the evening’s conductor, and Musical 
Director of this orchestra, Keith Stent, to even 
contemplate Arnold’s Sixth Symphony in a concert of 
otherwise populist fare. But he did it full justice and the 
orchestra responded with playing of great feeling and 
precision. 
I was worried that many in the audience would leave after 
the agonies heard in the slow, middle, movement but 
everyone stayed and were rewarded with a resplendent 
finale, full of bravado and high jinks. 
Arnold had recently returned from his third meeting with 
Shostakovich in Prague. He immediately began work on 
his new symphony without a commission. Clearly he had 

something to get off his chest. Just as in the deepest of 
Sibelius’s compositions, Arnold wrote music that, 
superficially, seems harsh and discordant but, in fact, 
contains long experience of life’s vicissitudes. Unless 
members of the audience live in a bubble surely listeners 
to this wonderfully descriptive music can also associate 
this with their own ups and downs on the merry go round 
of life. 
The second half bought forth relief in an altogether more 
celebratory mood with works by Moncayo (Huapango, 
instantly recognisable but who can ever name the 
composer?), Bartok (Romanian Folk Dances), in 
generous hearted spirits and Copland with his famous 
Hoe Down from Rodeo; all brilliantly played by a loyal 
and very willing group of non-professional musicians. 
Full marks to Stent for his championing Arnold’s Sixth 
Symphony – would that similar attention to rare British 
masterpieces was offered by our professional orchestras. 
Readers may be like to know there is more English fare 
being performed on the 17 November by at least three 
London based non-professional orchestras: Stent brings 
The London Symphony by Vaughan Williams to his next 
concert, John Gibbons conducts his Ealing Symphony 
Orchestra in works by Edward Gregson and Elgar and 
Adrian Brown performs Tintagel with his Bromley 
Symphony Orchestra. 
Spoilt for choice? Perhaps but what hope do we have to 
hear any of London’s top professional orchestras playing 
even one of these works in the entire month of 
November? Our non-professional orchestras are the back 
bone of British concert life. It is largely to them that we 
turn for performances of English works, both familiar and 
unfamiliar. Without them our experience of attending live 
concerts with wonderful English repertoire would be 
considerably diminished. The so called best orchestras in 
the country, with the honourable though sometimes only 
occasional exception of the BBC orchestras, should hang 
their heads in shame for neglecting our national heritage 
so grievously. And these orchestras are the ones so 
generously subsidised by the State. It literally does not 
make sense. 

© Edward Clark, August 2012 
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CD & Book Reviews 

Great British Composers – Volume 1 
Eric COATES: London Suite; Haydn WOOD: Prelude 
from Moods Suite; Frederic CURZON: Dance of an 
Ostracised Imp; Sir Arthur BLISS: Ballet for Children 
from Things to Come; Richard ADDINSELL: Prelude 
and Waltz from Blithe Spirit; Alfred KETÈLBEY: 
Bank Holiday; Edward GERMAN: Two Dances from 
Nell Gwyn; Jack BEAVER: Cavalcade of Youth; John 
ANSELL: Three Movements from The Shoe; Len 
STEVENS: Caribbean Caprice; Trevor DUNCAN: 
The Unwanted, The Boy; Clive RICHARDSON: 
White Cliffs; Vivian ELLIS: Holidays Abroad Suite; 
Charles WILLIAMS: The White Knight; 
Various Orchestras and Conductors 
Guild GLCD 5195 [76.58]  

The Robert Farnon Society, via Guild Records, is 
recalling the great age of light music by re-issuing on CD 
recordings made fifty and more years ago. Much, though 
by no means all of this music is British and although the 
music is light, it is well-made – and here in Britain we did 
that repertoire better than most. Of Guild’s almost one 
hundred issues to date, I have particularly enjoyed a 
recent one entitled Great British Composers, Volume 1 
(Volume 2 is, I understand, expected in 2013 and will 
include Coates’ London Again Suite and many other 
works yet to be decided). 
A few of the tracks are well-known, having been recorded 
during the revival of British light music over the past two 
decades – Eric Coates’ London Suite, the version here is 
its first stereo issues (1961), a movement from Haydn 
Wood’s Moods and Frederic Curzon’s Dance of the 
Whimsical Elf – but there are many items that are less 
celebrated. As examples, we may point to the two film 
music excerpts the Ballet for Children from Things To 
Come, beautifully played under its composer and the 
Prelude and Waltz from Blithe Spirit, atmospheric 
movements by Richard Addinsell – best known, of 
course, for the very different Warsaw Concerto. A major 
suite, Holidays Abroad by Vivian Ellis, which visits 
Vienna (a waltz, naturally), two varied and shapely 
Mediterranean movements, respectively Costa Brava and 
The Leaning Tower of Pisa, the busy Paris Taxi and, as 
finale, a yodelling Swiss Air and is an example of the 
themed suite of which British composers produced so 
many at that time; it is conducted and was probably 
orchestrated by Monia Liter. 
From the 1930s onwards, several of the recorded music 
publishers commissioned composers to write usually 
orchestrated miniatures which aimed to catch a particular 
mood in three minutes or even less – in the hope that 
radio, TV and film producers would buy these “off the 
shelf” as instant incidental music for their features. Four 
such miniatures figure on this CD – marches by Jack 
Beaver, Clive Richardson – a nautical-sounding one, 

Charles Williams and a Latin American number, 
Caribbean Caprice by Len Stevens. 
Not all “library” miniatures are jolly. Trevor Duncan’s 
The Unwanted, a ballet movements, sounds unhappy and 
almost stark. Ketèlbey’s Bank Holiday is a far cry from 
his In A Monastery Garden. Edward German’s dances 
from the play Nell Gwyn are well-known; much less so 
are the three charming movements (of five in all) from 
The Shot, a ballet by John Ansell, best known for his 
overture Plymouth Hoe. 
Orchestras here include the Queen’s Hall Light Orchestra 
(Chappell’s, the publishers “in-house” ensemble), the 
New Symphony Orchestra, the London Symphony 
Orchestra and the New Concert Orchestra. The roll-call of 
conductors includes, besides the aforementioned Bliss 
and Liter, masters of British light music like Sydney 
Torch, Charles Williams, Robert Farnon, Stanford 
Robinson and film music specialist Muir Matheison. 
Although some recordings date back to 1942 and none is 
more recent than 1961, all sound well. The CD is 
recommended as a tranche of the best in British light 
music around the middle of the 20th century. 
The CD is available from usual retailers priced at £8.25 or 
direct from Guild GmbH, Moskau 314b, 8262 Ramsen, 
Switzerland (www.guildmusic.com) 

© Philip L. Scowcroft, August 2012 

Patric STANDFORD 
First Symphony (The Seasons); Cello Concerto; 
Prelude to a Fantasy 
Raphael Wallfisch (cello) 
Royal Scottish National Orchestra conducted by David 
Lloyd-Jones 
BMS 441CD [69:56]  

The Society’s latest CD presents first-ever recordings of 
three orchestral work by the distinguished composer 
Patric Standford. He studied with Rubbra at the Guildhall 
and with the film composer Raymond Jones. Winning a 
Mendelssohn Scholarship in 1964 he travelled to Venice 
to study with Malipiero, and afterwards he took lessons 
from Lutosławski. He has held important positions in 
British music - Chairman of the Composers’ Guild of 
Great Britain for instance - and in 1983 was awarded the 
Ernest Ansermet Prize from the city of Geneva. In a 
sense, then, these recordings are long overdue. 
The First Symphony was completed in 1972 and, in the 
composer’s words, ‘grew out of a piece for strings 
conceived as a memorial to Sir John Barbirolli’. Subtitled 
‘The Seasons - An English Year’ it’s an arresting work, 
opening with exuberant intensity and embracing a 
Summer movement for strings only that offers as much 
sinewy command as any relaxation of spirit. The scherzo 
(Autumn) is richly evocative, with some glittering 
sonorities and dynamic use of the percussion. Ending in 
Winter offers a satisfying and cumulatively powerful 
finale: the five variants over a chorale theme are 
atmospheric and prove deftly orchestrated. 

http://www.guildmusic.com/
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The Cello Concerto was composed in 1974 and opens 
tersely with the cello contending with pounding orchestral 
B flats. The central movement is an angular, questing 
scherzo, rhythmically charged and very well orchestrated. 
But it’s the finale that offers the most intriguing 
crosscurrents. Here Standford evokes the fifth movement 
of Brahms’s German Requiem and though he has 
constructed the concerto around this movement, its full 
emergence in the finale still comes as a rather 
hallucinatory shock, at once unsettling and moving, with 
a curiously drifting quality, presaging the genuinely 
tranquil close of the work. 
The Prelude to a Fantasy (The Naiades) is no mere 
makeweight. Tracked last, it derives originally from a 
movement from the 1980 Second Symphony. It has a 
translucent quality in places and is engagingly tuneful and 
affirmative.  
There are welcome and helpful notes by John Talbot, and 
the composer himself. The performances are thoroughly 
prepared and excellently recorded. Raphael Wallfisch is 
the dedicatee of the Concerto and gave its first 
performance; his playing of the slightly revised score is 
outstanding, and that of the RSNO under David Lloyd-
Jones equally so. 

© Jonathan Woolf, August 2012 

Ronald CORP: And All The Trumpets Sounded; 
Michael HURD: The Shepherd’s Calendar; 
Mark Stone, Roderick Williams (baritone) 
The London Chorus; New London Children’s Choir 
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Ronald Corp 
Dutton Epoch CDLX 7280 [69:01] 

(Texts can be downloaded. A BMS members discount 
applies.) 
Written in 1989, And All The Trumpets Sounded is a 
powerful cantata that reflects on judgement and war in a 
way both humane and moving. Ronald Corp takes texts 
by Edward Thomas, Rupert Brooke, C.H. Sorley and 
Wilfred Owen, all four poets killed during the First World 
War and adds a long setting of Walt Whitman’s Vigil 
Strange, interspersing them with the Dies Irae, Tuba 
mirum, Rex tremendae, Lacrimosa and Pie Jesu. Corp 
acknowledges that the work was intended as a companion 
for Vaughan Williams’s Dona nobis pacem and he also 
cites Britten’s War Requiem and its exploration of the 
‘pity of war’. Instead, however, Corp’s cantata is suffused 
with a realisation ‘contrary to my conscious belief’ that 
war endures and that there is no end of it. Turbulent, 
passionate and expressive, it is also pessimistic, 
remorseless, and pitiless; a forbidding but powerful work. 
Michael Hurd’s The Shepherd’s Calendar (1975) charts a 
very different course and sets John Clare’s 1827 poem, 
though it also includes as part of the literary fabric – most 
movingly - the poem O love is so deceiving! This Choral 
Symphony, which is itself, in effect, a cantata, moves 
through the months with deft orchestration, pictorial wit, 
pastoral charm and, in places, a refulgent Finzian quality. 

It’s a delightful work, though one not wholly untroubled 
by doubt and loss, with a giocoso spirit of freedom and 
adept word setting, fresh scene depiction and a lovely 
melancholy that all prove captivating. Its heart is the 
setting of Clare’s poem, a compressed Largo that 
manages, by virtue of the deftest of means — wind 
pointing, string gauze — to imbue the text with a genuine 
poignancy. The Harvest verve of the final movement 
proves culminatory and affecting in equal measure. Not 
the least of Hurd’s gifts, as demonstrated here, is the 
practical but attentive choral writing which ensures both 
clarity and warmth. So, too, one appreciates his refined 
attention to rhythm and metre. 
The two baritone soloists, Mark Stone in the Corp and 
Roderick Williams in the Hurd, are both excellent 
interpreters of song, and they respond to the texts with 
imagination and insight. Praise, too, for the choral and 
orchestral forces, and Corp’s direction. These contrasting 
works, warlike and pastoral, make for abrupt but affecting 
programming. 

© Jonathan Woolf, August 2012 

GUSTAV HOLST AND INDIA 
by Raymond Head 
Paperback, 35 pp (A4), 9 illustrations, 10 music 
examples.  Available at £12.50 plus postage (hard copy) 
or £15 (download) from Sky Dance Press, The Firs, 10 
Worcester Rd, Chipping Norton OX7 5XX 
(skydancepress@phonecoop..coop ). 

   I once referred to ‘Holst in India’. This slip of the 
tongue has recently been matched by a Radio Times slip 
of the word processor: ‘Holst in Japan’. Although he 
visited America three times in the pre-jet age, he did not 
venture any further east than Turkey and Algeria (where 
his only known collecting of folk tunes produced Beni 
Mora, a ‘brilliantly original oriental orchestral suite’ in 
Raymond Head’s accurate description). Although Holst 
never set foot in India his enquiring mind, inspired from 
an early age by his Theosophist stepmother Mary, led him 
to discover all he could about world religions and his 
daughter Imogen traced the beginnings of his interest in 
Indian culture to a book by R W Frazer published in 
1895. There followed study of Sanskrit (literature, rather 
than language at first, insists Head) with Mabel Bode at 
the London Institute of Oriental Languages. Immersion in 
the language itself ensued, not total but deep enough to 
enable him to produce his own music-friendly versions of 
Hindu literature, using R Griffiths’s translations as a 
starting point. The result was a series of works which 
were not merely fashionably ‘oriental’ and, allied to his 
increasing awareness of folk and Renaissance music and 
Purcell, formed the impetus he needed to develop his own 
original style with its new scales, new harmonies and new 
rhythms. As Head demonstrates, the ‘brilliant successes’ 
of The Planets and The Hymn of Jesus were made 
possible by the confidence he gained earlier in the 
‘Indian’ works. 
This book culled and expanded from articles which the 
author contributed to Tempo in the 1980s, is the ideal 

mailto:skydancepress@phonecoop..coop
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summary for the student, commentator or presenter. He is 
well versed in the broader picture of east and west in the 
arts. He tells us that Holst asked Maud MacCarthy about 
ragas: she had been to India with Theosophist Annie 
Besant and become a leading western exponent of the 
performance of its music. It is true that he made no 
systematic use of them in his music, but there are 
suggestions of particular ragas and the accompaniments 
he devised for his songs are sometimes tambura-like. 
Head makes a thorough comparison of the original Rig 
Veda and other classical texts with Holst’s treatment of 
them, noting that he often omitted passages which would 
restrict their universal application –in one salient 
example, the chamber opera Savitri, superimposing his 
own interpretation to reflect the doctrine of maya 
(illusion). (Savitri is fast establishing itself in the 
affections of those who are prepared to extend their 
listening beyond The Planets, with recent performances 
in the English Music Festival, Kings Place, the Arcola 
Theatre and even the city of New York.)  Head sensibly 
considers the different Rig Veda settings, solo and choral, 
not in order but taking each deity in turn, thus enabling 
him to draw pertinent comparisons –eg the thematic 
connections between the three Indra settings. He makes a 
persuasive case for the long-awaited premiere of Sita, the 
opera which first bridged the gap between Holst’s older, 
Wagnerian, style and the new. Despite its length and 
complexity, it contains beautiful music (eg Sita’s hymn to 
the dawn). “There is every reason to believe that the 
opera would work well on the stage”... any offers? The 
illustrations in this book are a delight in themselves. A 
second edition will no doubt iron out a number of 
proofreading lapses in due course and I hope fervently 
that the author will re-issue in similar manner his articles 
on ‘Astrology and Modernism in The Planets’ (still often 
mistakenly regarded as an astronomical work) and ‘The 
Hymn of Jesus: Holst and Gnosticism’. 

© Alan Gibbs, August 2012 

Sheet Music Reviews 

A Garland from Stainer and Bell 
1.  A Garland for the Queen 
     Songs for Unaccompanied Mixed Voices, by Bliss, 
Bax, Tippett, Vaughan 
     Williams, Berkeley, Ireland, Howells, Finzi, 
Rawsthorne and Rubbra. 
     ISMN 979 0 2202 2358 7    £9.95 
2.  The Collected Piano Works, Volume 6 
     John Ireland                     
     ISMN 979 0 2202 2334 1    £15.75 
3.  London Pieces: Chelsea Reach, Ragamuffin, Soho 
Forenoons 
     John Ireland 
     ISMN 979 0 2202 2333 4    £7.95 
4.  Ludlow and Teme: Song Cycle for Tenor, String 
Quartet and Piano (full score) 
     Ivor Gurney 

     Edited by Philip Lancaster 
     ISMN 979 0 2202 2196 5    £19.50 
5.  Twelve Traditional Carols from Herefordshire  
     for Unaccompanied Mixed Chorus or Voice(s) and 
Piano 
     Collected and arranged by E.M. Leather and R. 
Vaughan Williams 
     Edited by Roy Palmer 
     ISMN 979 0 2202 2280 1    £7.50 

A Garland for the Queen was originally commissioned by 
the Arts Council of Great Britain to mark the occasion of 
the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, and was first 
performed on 1 June 1953 at the Festival Hall, at a special 
concert of Music for the Eve of Coronation Day, with 
Boris Ord conducting The Golden Age Singers and The 
Cambridge University Madrigal Society.  This new 
edition has been published, in what is a special year for 
all things English, to celebrate both the Diamond Jubilee 
of the Queen’s accession to the throne in 1952 and the 
sixtieth anniversary of her Coronation in 1953.  With the 
notable exceptions of Walton and Britten, who were 
involved in the celebrations elsewhere, with Orb and 
Sceptre and Gloriana respectively, ten of the most 
prominent composers of the day were represented in the 
original volume, reproduced here.  It is pleasing to think 
that these attractive though demanding pieces – four of 
which do not refer directly to the Queen, though all 
contemplate some aspect of English national or spiritual 
life – might receive further performances this year, when 
we are currently witnessing something of a revival of 
interest in choral singing.  Why not a recording on the 
BMS label, to join Sixty Glorious Years (BMS422CD) – a 
concert of nineteenth-century British music lovingly 
organised by the late Stan Meares and recorded live in the 
centenary year of Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee – in 
the Society’s CD Recordings Catalogue? 
John Ireland, the fiftieth anniversary of whose death in 
1962 is being celebrated this year, was closely associated 
with London throughout his life, and celebrated his love 
for the capital not only with his London Overture for 
orchestra, but with the three London Pieces for piano, 
which rate among his most well known and popular 
works.  The collection is here republished in an attractive 
new edition, whose cover illustrations draw together 
London past and present, combining the thirteenth-
century church of St Helen in Bishopsgate with the 
nearby iconic ‘Gherkin’ in one memorable image. 
Of even more importance for Ireland studies is the first 
publication this year of Volume Six of Ireland’s Collected 
Piano Works, which joins the republication last year of 
the long-lost 1951 revision of Ireland’s Piano Sonata, 
now Volume Five in the series (see my article in British 
Music Volume 29).  The new volume, to quote Bruce 
Phillips in his Foreword, “brings together a number of 
original works for piano by John Ireland either 
previously unpublished or long unavailable, and all the 
transcriptions for piano he himself made of works for 
other solo or concerted instruments”.  Perhaps the most 
important inclusion here is the first publication of what is 
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now titled First Rhapsody (to distinguish it from the 1917 
Rhapsody included in Volume One), completed in 
January 1906 and written in a pre-characteristic but 
virtuosic Late-Romantic style “drawn from Brahms, Liszt 
and early Rachmaninov”.  An even earlier work, the 
three-part A Sea Idyll, completed in early 1900 while 
Ireland was still a student of Stanford at the RCM, is also 
included here complete for the first time (the first 
movement was included in Volume One). 
The earliest piece of all is the previously unpublished, 
short Pastoral from August 1896 (written before Ireland’s 
formal studies with Stanford began), discovered in the 
RCM Music Library and the earliest known example of 
the composer’s writing for piano.  Indian Summer and 
Ballerina are earlier versions respectively of The Cherry 
Tree and Columbine (both included in Volume Four); and 
the remaining five pieces comprise transcriptions of an 
early organ piece Vilanella, the Elegy and Minuet from 
the brass-band A Downland Suite, the orchestral Epic 
March, and Meine Seele erhebt den Herren – a Bach 
transcription from the 1932 A Bach Book for Harriet 
Cohen.  A ‘mopping-up’ operation then, but very 
welcome nonetheless. 
Ludlow and Teme, hailed here in Philip Lancaster’s 
Introduction as ‘undoubtedly Ivor Gurney’s masterpiece’, 
has been unavailable hitherto in a complete, full-score 
edition that ‘resolves ambiguities in the original scores 
and, more importantly, introduces significant revisions 
made when the composer was in no position to oversee 
their implementation’.  Such a regrettable situation is now 
handsomely rectified with this new edition, meticulously 
and extensively edited and notated, which has also been 
brought to professional performance in recent years by 
tenors James Gilchrist and Andrew Kennedy.  The 
comparative expense of this new publication is justified 
by what it contains; and it should now be the preferred 
performing edition of what has “long been recognised as 
one of the outstanding settings of English poetry by any 
twentieth-century composer”. 
Finally, we arrive at the quintessence of early twentieth-
century English musical endeavour – folksong 
arrangement.  Roy Palmer, who provided the fine booklet 
essay for the recent BMS recording of E.J. Moeran’s 
Complete Solo Folksong Arrangements (BMS438CD), 
has now edited a new edition of Twelve Traditional 
Carols from Herefordshire, which were collected and 
arranged by Ella M. Leather and Ralph Vaughan 
Williams, and first published in 1920.  From late 1903 
and for about a decade thereafter, Vaughan Williams 
noted, as Palmer reminds us in his Preface, “some 800 
songs in almost a score of English counties”.  He first 
met Mrs Leather in July 1908, who, like Percy Grainger 
at much the same time, was given to recording local 
country singers on an Edison phonograph, loaned to her 
by the Folk Song Society at the suggestion of Vaughan 
Williams, who later transcribed some of her recordings 
and also accompanied her on various collecting trips 
which formed the basis of her 1912 classic The Folk-Lore 
of Herefordshire collected from oral and printed sources. 

Versions for both unaccompanied SATB and solo 
voice(s) with piano are included here for all twelve 
arrangements, along with extensive notes and a 
Bibliography, and song texts are also printed separately 
under each setting.  This is an attractive and scholarly 
edition, which one hopes will attract many new admirers 
and performances. 

© John Talbot, August 2012 

Festival Reports 

JOHN IRELAND IN CHELSEA FESTIVAL, 
21--25 June 2012. 

We all think we know John Ireland, don’t we? He has 
always occupied an honoured place in British 20th 
century music—we have all enjoyed The Holy Boy, Sea 
Fever, the London Overture, his unforgettable piano 
music, and the universally-loved hymn tune Love 
Unknown. His reputation was secure when Bax and 
Bridge had sunk to a dismal ebb (and Dale and Bowen 
were not even on the map). With the re-emergence of Bax 
and Bridge perhaps we have allowed ourselves to take 
Ireland for granted and there has been a tendency to 
underrate him. The 50th anniversary of his death is an 
excellent time to delve, reassess, fill in some gaps and 
bring his work into greater public consciousness. With 
this aim Bruce Phillips and David Wordsworth of the 
John Ireland Trust devised a five day festival from 
Thursday 21 June to Monday 25 June, with concerts in 
two places where Ireland worked, St Luke’s, Chelsea, and 
Holy Trinity, Sloane Square. 
Prior to this, there was a festival launch on 29 March in 
the Parry Room at the RCM, where John Lenehan gave a 
wonderful fluid performance of Amberley Wild Brooks, 
while Julian Lloyd-Webber played songs of Ireland in his 
own arrangements, including an early little-known two-
part song. CDs were for sale as was Lewis Foreman’s 
monumental John Ireland Companion—this was promptly 
bought by this writer; however the great man was 
inexplicably absent and therefore unable to autograph 
copies. David Wordsworth, the artistic director, made it 
clear he was not in favour of single composer festivals, so 
decided to put Ireland in context alongside music by his 
teacher Stanford, and his best–known pupils, which 
proved to be a highly inspired idea. We were treated to 
reminiscences of Ireland by the veteran critic John 
Amis—Ireland speaking in a cockney accent, taking 
umbrage at a description of his piano concerto as one of 
the finest British piano concertos rather than the best, 
thereby showing us a man who knew his worth, yet was 
insecure, difficult. John Longmire’s Portrait of a Friend, 
still a prime sourcebook for Ireland, despite Freda 
Swain’s dismissal of it, tells of a man who made great 
demands of his friends, yet kept them segregated. Hints of 
a secret inner emotional life have been the subject of 
some speculation. The paradox is that one of our strong 
men (Sorabji’s view) and “one of the great yea-sayers” 
(Stephen Banfield)—witness These Things Shall Be and 
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the triumphant finale of the piano sonata—should still 
yearn for the “beauty beyond man’s grasp” (Longmire). 
Anyway, having known and loved Ireland’s music since 
that memorable centenary year 1979, I bought a festival 
pass for the whole series of events for £75 and managed 
to attend very nearly everything, acquiring a lavish 
programmatic booklet covering the whole series, which is 
a mine of information. 
The first concert, on Thursday 21 June was in St Luke’s 
Chelsea, where Ireland was organist from 1904 to 1926. 
Shamefully this was the first time I had been in this 1824 
early Gothic revival building, a Chelsea landmark with its 
142-foot high tower. A fascinating exhibition based round 
the wedding of Charles Dickens which took place here in 
1836 was on display—coincidentally Dickens’ marriage 
lasted as long as Ireland’s tenure as organist, 22 years. 
After an introductory talk by Bruce Phillips, Director of 
the Trust, on Ireland’s life and work, the series opened 
with one of Ireland’s best known and finest works, the 
Clarinet Sonata, mellow, ripe, yet passionate, with its 
fluid textures and hint of the pastoral. John Lenehan 
partnered Anthony Pike, avoiding on the Schimmel piano 
any percussive sounds, even in the great volcanic eruption 
which comes ten minutes into this 14-minute piece, 
heralding a final section depicting a train journey, 
according to John Davies, RAM clarinet professor, who 
had this from Ireland himself. Stanford’s Piano Quartet 
No 2 in C minor, Op 133 (1913), a substantial 31-minute 
piece in four movements, serious, passionate, brilliant, 
charming, received its first London performance for 
nearly 100 years. It possesses qualities strongly 
reminiscent of the German romantics of the later 19th 
century (note my attempt to avoid the cliché Brahmsian). 
It was good to hear Sarah-Jane Bradley in Arnell’s 
Partita for solo viola, in six movements, one of them a 
31-second pizzicato movement, all over in eight minutes. 
She effortlessly scaled the viola’s heights, with eloquent 
phrasing, yet this work did not have the memorability of 
Bach’s example. Lorraine McAslan gave us three early 
salon pieces for violin and piano by Ireland, 
unrecognisable as mature Ireland, more reminiscent of the 
style of Elgar’s Salut d’Amour, or indeed that of Stanford. 
The Bagatelle, with its direct melody and touches of 
jaunty humour looked forward. The concert ended with a 
work I was hardly aware existed, the Clarinet Trio in D 
minor (1912-14), reconstructed by Stephen Fox, a three 
movement work lasting 21 minutes. Here Ireland, who it 
is known, took time to forge his distinctive voice, reveals 
his true colours—we heard the language of The Scarlet 
Ceremonies, Puckish humour, modal melodies and so 
many hints of things to come. Under John Lenehan’s 
hands the piano was transformed into a magic harp, with 
washes of colour as in The Island Spell. This fresh work, 
which many must have heard for the first time, was 
greeted with delight by the audience. This is the Ireland 
we all know and love.  
Next day, at 1.00, the Berkeley Ensemble, a sextet of 
young performers, began with Britten’s Three 
Divertimenti for String Quartet (1933), which were 

exuberant and vigorous, with touches of the 2nd 
Viennese—possessing the cheeky self-confidence and 
occasional irreverence of youth which were highly 
enjoyable to our ears, more so than to the first audience in 
1933 apparently. Alan Bush’s Five Pieces for Clarinet, 
Horn and String Trio were harder on the ear, the fourth 
one with a very intense start, questioning, unresolved; the 
last one too was very serious, written while Bush was 
studying with Ireland. This was probably the first time I 
had heard Ireland’s early Sextet for Clarinet, Horn and 
String Quartet (1898), a four movement work lasting 27 
minutes. This is nothing like the mature Ireland. One can 
only say it s a very mellow English Brahms—flowing, 
serene, charming, most pleasant, and very assured both in 
form and in the instrumental writing, yet perhaps lacking 
in forceful contrast and memorable milestones. The 
performances throughout were absolutely exemplary—
however the audience numbered only about twenty. 
I was prevented from attending that evening’s choral 
concert at Holy Trinity, Sloane Square by inescapable 
organist/choirmaster duties of my own, but was able to 
attend all three of Saturday’s concerts, while exploring 
the locality on foot in between. Concert No 1, at 12.00, 
was given by Janet Obi-Keller and David Wordsworth, 
piano duet. Moeran’s Whythorne’s Shadow, arranged by 
John Mitchell, is in lilting 6/8 time, and is based on an 
Elizabethan part-song. The epitome of pastoral, it 
meandered, most agreeably, for seven minutes or more, 
and was deservedly encored at the end of the concert.  
Arnell’s Sonatina Op. 61 appeared to be neo-classical in 
spirit, and had an absence of real character and 
memorability often the case in such bland anonymous 
wallpaper music of this style, though some attempt at 
humour was made at the end, and it had the virtue of 
being short. Ireland’s two tone poems are both substantial 
pieces, however. The Forgotten Rite, Prelude, from 1913, 
is a concentrated six minutes, slow, with an inner 
intensity. The Pan theme on the celesta is interposed, and 
we find the melodic fingerprints of the rising third and 
flat seventh. Mai-Dun (referred to by Ireland as “May Not 
Be Done”) really needs to be heard more often—I can’t 
remember when I last heard it—a major work, twelve 
minutes long, with conflict at the start, and though there 
is a contrasting second theme, the conflict returns, with a 
climax of powerful clashing chords. This was the most 
substantial work on the programme, with a powerful and 
rugged end, and though obviously impractical, I would 
have liked to have had this encored. All was performed 
with great sincerity and involvement and admirable 
ensemble by the duettists, who changed positions at the 
piano more than once.  
Concert No 2 at 3.00 featured April Frederick, soprano, 
and Mark Bebbington, piano. The Decorations for piano 
start with the legendary Island Spell, with its shimmering 
textures. Even more characteristic of mature Ireland (and 
this is the piano work where he really finds his voice, I 
feel) was No 2, Moonglade, with its bitonal writing, and 
The Scarlet Ceremonies, a demanding virtuosic piece, 
which was brought off with some panache most 
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effectively. The little-known song cycle Mother and 
Child, eight songs to words by Christina Rossetti (1918), 
show a surprising empathy for the subject, and are short, 
simple songs, showing an unexpected facet of Ireland. 
Moeran’s Three James Joyce songs were intense and 
strongly characteristic, powerful, striking, concentrated. 
Of all Ireland’s pupils, Moeran is closest to his master in 
style, most welcomely so. This was my first hearing of 
the 13-plus minutes long First Rhapsody of 1906, 
recently unearthed and now recorded by both John 
Lenehan and Bebbington. Starting off in the manner of 
Brahms’ Rhapsodies, full of striving heroic music with 
swashbuckling effects, and huge chordal work, we can 
hear him moving away into a more adventurous late-
romantic territory, with swift modulations, a heart on 
sleeve manner, flamboyance and even a touch of angst. 
The influence of Liszt and the Russian romantics has 
been mentioned, but I would say it has the passionate 
neo-Brahmsian manner of Dohnanyi, whose Four 
Rhapsodies Op. 11 appeared in 1903, and must have been 
a strong influence, in the quiet, almost mystical second 
theme with its conjunct melodic movement, as well as in 
the gargantuan apotheosis, with heroic arpeggios that 
derive from Chopin’s “Ocean Wave” Study Op. 25/12. 
This is more overtly virtuosic than we normally associate 
with Ireland. 
The Sonatina, which opened the second half, takes us to 
the other extreme, one of Ireland’s most forward-looking 
and admired pieces, terse, astringent, and dissonant. 
“Hindemith”, I heard someone whisper as Bebbington 
commenced warming up after the end of the first concert. 
This work suited Bebbington’s style, as he revelled in the 
nightmarish obsession of the slow movement with its 
ominous clanging repeated figure in the bass, and the 
pagan Sabbath finale, which had a hard-edged brilliance. 
April Frederick is a dramatic and expressive performer 
who underwent a seemingly inexhaustible galaxy of facial 
expressions and actions to highlight her rendition of the 
Cadet Rousselle Variations (1918) where Ireland 
collaborated with Bridge, Bax and Goossens. There is 
much humour here, and she made light work of the 12 
verses. The words for all the vocal concerts were 
thoughtfully provided, but one could hear the words 
perfectly from all of the soloists. We heard the well-
known I have Twelve Oxen before the London Pieces 
closed this concert. Quintessential Ireland, leisurely yet 
passionate, melodically approachable, harmonically 
sophisticated, with much variety of pianistic textures, 
these are timeless classics. Bebbington clearly relished 
the percussive colours of Soho Forenoons. 
For the final concert on Saturday, we entered another 
realm as the piano was transformed, nay, electrified under 
the fingers of William Vann, a brilliant young pianist I 
had not heard before. Alert to every nuance of the 
writing, with a feel for harmony and texture, and colour, a 
golden sound and real flair and panache when the music 
demanded, he revelled in its complexities and brilliance. 
The singing was divided between the glorious Andrew 
Staples and the winner of the 2011 Kathleen Ferrier 

award, the mezzo Kitty Whately. This was a name new to 
me, but in this case, once heard never forgotten, and she 
gained some new fans that evening. They commenced 
with Stanford’s rare ballad La Belle Dame Sans Merci, 
which is underpinned by a sense of folksong. We heard 
three songs of Frank Bridge, including the warhorse Love 
went a-Riding, two songs by Moeran and two settings of 
Old Abram Brown by Britten and Geoffrey Bush, as well 
as two other Geoffrey Bush songs, the formidable 
rhythmic complexities of one literally pounced upon with 
bravura by Vann. Less memorable were songs by Alan 
Bush and Arnell, but it was a voyage of discovery for us 
all. At the centre of the programme were Ireland’s Two 
Pieces for solo piano, For Remembrance, with the 
frustration/denial descending chromatics identified as a 
recurring motif in Ireland by Banfield, and the 
characteristic Amberley Wild Brooks, which bubbled 
effervescently and beautifully. The two great song cycles, 
the Housman Land of Lost Content, and Songs Sacred 
and Profane, to words by various poets, are not for the 
faint-hearted. These two major cycles are core Ireland, 
containing some of his most personal, autobiographical 
music, and those who know their Banfield and Hold 
books on English song will be aware of the melodic and 
harmonic leitmotifs that occur. The performers were alive 
to every word, every harmonic and textural nuance of the 
music and held us enraptured throughout. It is impossible 
to imagine finer performances than these true artists gave 
us. The future of Ireland’s music—of British music, is 
more than safe in the hands of performers of this calibre. 
Sadly, for all the Saturday concerts the audiences were 
very small. We gather there was some competition 
elsewhere, a premiere of Alwyn’s Violin Concerto and 
apparently a BMS AGM at St John’s Smith Square. 
Indeed! Those who opted out of the Ireland events can 
never know what they missed! 
Sunday’s first concert, at 2.00, was a highly interesting 
and unusual affair. East London Brass, under their 
charismatic conductor Jayne Murrill, produced some 
rousing and extremely powerful sounds, and they have a 
considerable following, which ensured respectable 
audience numbers. A special band arrangement of the 
well-known Epic March was very stirring virile stuff 
indeed. It was good to hear Helen Perkin’s Carnival, the 
first music I have heard by this composer, with some very 
accomplished writing, approachable, tuneful, and 
colourful, with touches of humour. Also on the menu 
were Britten’s powerful sombre Russian Funeral and a 
piece by Alan Bush. These pieces, left-wing in sympathy, 
remind us of Ireland’s early Manchester days and his 
sympathy for the working-class man, also his feel for 
band writing, rare at the time. This was also shown in the 
Comedy Overture and the Downland Suite with its 
popular Minuet and Elegy, which exist in other 
arrangements. Yet more unexpected aspects of Ireland 
were revealed in his only film score The Overlanders, a 
late work (1946-7) with its seemingly unlikely Australian 
subject matter—this in a  convincing band arrangement; 
and in a choral piece, Man in his Labour Rejoiceth, to be 
performed by the mineworkers of Great Britain. This was 
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its first performance for 61years, in a special 
reconstruction. It is a four minute piece, worthy rather 
than profound, an engaging curiosity, which was 
enthusiastically sung by the Addison Singers. The brass 
band playing was exemplary throughout. 
I was one of those who attended the choral evensong at 
Holy Trinity, Sloane Square at 5.00, an impressive 
fashionable place of worship, as ever, with the sunlight 
streaming in from the rear. The choir of Holy Trinity 
combined with the choir of the Heathmount School Bax 
Choir to make a sizeable choir, some of whom were very 
young indeed—Ireland would surely have been delighted. 
They sang his rare 2-part anthem Ex ore innocentium 
most beautifully, as well as the well-known Stanford 
Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis in G. We were on 
tenterhooks wondering whether we were going to get 
Ireland’s treacherous Capriccio in C as an organ postlude, 
as advertised in the order of service, or Stanford’s 
Toccata in D minor, Op. 57, as in the John Ireland 
festival programme—in the event we got the latter, 
convincingly played by the assistant organist Oliver 
Lallemant on a substitute organ while the four-manual 
church organ is being renovated. 
Back to St Luke’s for the 8.00 culmination of an 
extraordinary day, and a real audience! A galaxy of 
performers gave us choral songs by Ireland, Stanford and 
Alan Bush—his moving Lidice had been performed on 
the site of a Nazi atrocity in 1947, conducted by the 
composer, and two of the performers on that occasion, 
John Amis and the composer’s daughter Rachel 
O’Higgins were in the audience. These choral songs were 
sung by the Addison Singers, energetically directed by 
David Wordsworth. A real curiosity in the shape of 
Ireland’s only recitation, Poe’s melodramatic Annabel 
Lee (1910) with piano, was declaimed by Timothy West, 
who also read extracts from Ireland’s writings and letters, 
which can be enjoyed in Lewis Foreman’s Companion. 
Matthew Hough, choral accompanist, had two solo spots 
and gave us some of Ireland’s most characteristic piano 
pieces, the deceptively simple Darkened Valley and The 
Towing-Path. Though less harmonically complex than 
some of his pieces, every change of harmony should be 
heard and felt. Matthew conveyed this, and spun a 
flowing line with a feel of inevitability, every note in its 
place, without any exaggerated point-making and 
distortion, a trap into which a lesser artist may have 
fallen. It is not easy to be simple and natural. Summer 
Evening is a lesser-known piece, simple, gently flowing 
with a touch of the sentimental; Puck’s Birthday, inspired 
by youth, displayed dexterity and humour as well as 
refinement. But the highlight of the evening came with 
the performances of two exceptional artists, Roderick 
Williams and Maria Marchant. Roderick Williams needs 
no introduction to followers of English music. Maria 
Marchant was a name I had stumbled upon by chance and 
this was the first time I had had a chance to hear her. Her 
performances, all from memory, of the famous Holy Boy, 
and Month’s Mind certainly lived up to expectations. 
Month’s Mind is one of the essential Ireland piano pieces, 

with its steady unhurried tread, the characteristic melodic 
fingerprints of the falling fourth, the stepwise climb to the 
flat seventh, the undulating upwardly curving bass figure, 
the passionate yearning expressed in the parallel chords, 
heart-tugging chromatics and the clashing chords with an 
element of bitonality at the bittersweet climax, all 
perfectly conveyed with a beautiful array of sounds and 
refinement. Maria is a colourful player with a great 
feeling for harmonic nuance, and she plays with great 
intensity and sincerity. Most brilliant was her 
performance of the rarely heard Ballade of London 
Nights, kindred to the London Pieces. This starts so 
deceptively tranquil and builds, via some brilliant writing, 
with swirling arpeggios, massive chains of chords and 
octaves, to a thrilling climax, culminating in a Petrushka-
like sequence of stabbing chords. I was not aware that this 
piece was never actually finished by Ireland and that the 
late Alan Rowlands (who would have played on this 
occasion if he had not sadly passed away recently) 
completed it by simply repeating the hypnotic first 
paragraph at the end. Maria was more than equal to the 
work’s varied and virtuosic demands, to the obvious 
delight of all present. (She has the York Bowen Sonata in 
B flat minor Op. 160 in her repertoire, and is well 
acquainted with the Dale sonata, so she is definitely an 
artist to watch). Her accompanying of Roderick Williams 
in Sea Fever, Santa Chiara, The Bells of San Marie and a 
Hardy setting, followed by the final selection of Rossetti, 
Housman and Masefield settings were sheer delight, as 
we all drank and bathed in the wonderful sounds. 
Roderick Williams has a natural eloquence and unforced 
delivery that make it all seem easy. Maria was intensely 
alive to every shifting colour and was a perfect musical 
match for this distinguished soloist, so these two artists 
were in perfect unity. The words were perfectly clear and 
they were rapturously received by a grateful audience. 
The final event of the festival was on Monday 25 June at 
the now very familiar St Luke’s. Preceded by a scripted 
talk by Fiona Richards, read in her absence by Lewis 
Foreman, we were honoured to have Julian Lloyd-
Webber and John Lenehan perform one of Ireland’s 
supreme works, the great Cello Sonata – a work of deep 
significance. Though some detect the shadow of Debussy 
and others a more rugged Scandinavian streak, this work 
could be by no one but John Ireland, with its searing 
passionate writing and incandescent grand climaxes as 
well as more intimate writing, a quote from a Huxley 
song, its magical breathtaking slow movement and a 
Finale inspired by the Devil’s Humps, a Bronze Age 
landscape feature in West Sussex. On this occasion the 
artists chose to take a thoughtful, mature view of the 
work. The Second Piano Trio, nearly 15 minutes long, is 
in one movement, but with several sections; it is another 
work where Ireland shows his reaction to the First World 
War, displaying his rugged side again, dramatic, original, 
with grim marches, but lyrical relief and modal quasi-
folksong references, and a joyful end. This is a very fine 
work which needs to be heard more. The final major work 
was the First Violin Sonata in D minor (1909). Strangely, 
though it won a Cobbett prize with 134 international 
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competitors, this is a work I had not heard before (and it 
is strange that the Second Violin Sonata, the work which 
made him famous overnight, is so rarely done), so I 
listened with interest. It is in three movements, lasting 
nearly half an hour, powerful, substantial and original, 
though we have not quite arrived at the mature familiar 
Ireland. The most characteristic passage is the E flat 
minor slow chordal episode in the second and longest 
movement, quasi-funereal in rhythm and modal in feel. 
Rupert Marshall-Luck is a charismatic performer with a 
distinctive platform manner, quasi-military in bearing, yet 
with the right amount of flamboyance to project this 
music with passion, intelligence and authority, so 
consequently the performance was deeply satisfying. The 
concert ended with Julian Lloyd-Webber, joined by his 
wife, Jiaxin Cheng, in four delightful charming early 
Ireland songs in Lloyd-Webber’s own arrangements. 
This festival represents a triumph, for the organisers, in 
their astute choice of venues, performers and works, 
familiar masterpieces heard alongside unknown rarities, 
illuminating unexplored facets of Ireland’s output, placed 
in context, so everyone who attended learnt so much; and 
for Ireland’s music, for British music in general—for this 
festival is a model of what such enterprises could and 
should be. Quite simply it is the best thing to have 
appeared on the British music scene in a very long time, 
and all of us who attended owe the organisers and 
performers a deep debt of gratitude. The highlights for 
me, undoubtedly, were the performances of Roderick 
Williams and Maria Marchant, poetess of the piano, and 
Kitty Whately with William Vann, but there was so much 
excellence throughout. We might have thought we knew 
our John Ireland, but this anniversary has revealed that 
there is more to him—I have been dipping constantly and 
rather naughtily into Lewis Foreman’s book, naughtily 
because it is often when I should have been doing other 
things, and now I am starting to work my way through the 
whole book systematically while working my way 
through the recently published Volume six of the piano 
works, containing that Herculean First Rhapsody. 
This festival had no fewer than 101 items performed, over 
eleven events, 71 of them by Ireland himself. Were I to 
write about each one in detail, I could easily fill the whole 
of this newsletter, but this brief survey may give an idea 
of the range. It has brought John Ireland into the limelight 
most effectively as one of our finest and most 
characteristic composers, and a key figure in our musical 
heritage. Long may his music be treasured. 

© Christopher Foreman, August 2012 

On The Horizon 

Concerts 
The Music of Walter Gaze-Cooper - Nottingham's 
Forgotten Hero 
Saturday, 27 October 2012,  St Peter's, Nottingham 
Introduction: Reminiscences of Gaze-Cooper from those 
who knew him. (Chris Pilkington; Maurice Tully; Jamie 
Taylor; Pauline Toone; Tony Taylor) 
Storyette op. 8a movements 1, 2 and 3 
Romantic sketches op. 8b movements 1 and 2 
Humoresque from op. 23 
Sonatina op. 51 movements 1,2 and 3 
Nocturne op. 56 no. 2 
Concert suite op. 67 nos. 1,2 and 3. 
String Quartet movement op. 75 
Sonatina for oboe and piano op. 86 
Piano quintet op. 31 `Seasounds'  
Philip Collin – piano, Hilary Oleson — Oboe, Anthony 
Desbrulais — cello, Anna Maguire — viola, Chris Harris 
and James Hogg — violin 
The Second St Lazarus Trust Concert - Wednesday 31 
October 2012, at 7.30pm 
MUSIC & MAJESTY 
The Orion Symphony Orchestra, conductor Toby Purser 
Parry: Symphonic Variations 
Walton: Violin Concerto (soloist: Valeriy Sokolov) 
Elgar: Overture 'Cockaigne' 
Walford-Davies: Phantasy 'Big Ben Looks On' 
Coates: The Three Elizabeths Suite 
The Cadogan Hall, 5 Sloane Terrace, London, SW1X 9DQ 
Tickets: £30, £22, £15, Box Office: 020 7730 4500 
Music & Majesty – The Second Lazarus Trust Concert 
Wednesday 31 October 2012 7.30pm 
The Cadogan Hall, 5 Sloane Terrace, London SW1X 9DQ 
Parry Symphonic Variations 
Walton Violin Concerto 
Elgar Overture “Cockaigne” 
Walford-Davies Phantasy “Big Ben Looks On” 
Coates The Three Elizabeths Suite 
The Orion Symphony Orchestra (Cond. Toby Purser) 
Valeriy Sokolov (violin) 
Jubilation Concert 
Saturday 3 November 2012, 7 pm 
Rochester Cathedral 
Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man 
Parry: I was Glad 
Barber: Adagio for Strings 
Hawes: Te Deum **U.K. Premiere** 
Briggs: Mosaique - Sonata for Organ Duet **World 
Premiere** 
Roger Sayer and Charles Andrews, Organists 
Walton: Coronation Te Deum 
With the Rochester Sinfonietta and Amadeus Orchestra 

http://www.amadeusorchestra.co.uk/
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Conducted by Roger Sayer and Patrick Hawes 
Sunday 11 November at 2.45pm 
Assembly Hall, Worthing 
Worthing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John 
Gibbons 
John Ireland: Epic March 
Elgar: Violin Concerto - soloist Leonard Elschenbroich 
Laura Rossi: The Battle of the Somme - with full screening 
of the original film 
Seiber’s Pupils – Celebrating the 80th Birthdays of Alan 
Gibbs, Malcolm Lipkin and Hugh Wood 
Saturday 17 November 2012 7.00pm, Fitzwilliam College, 
Cambridge 
Alan Gibbs: Fire of Pale Desire, Blithe Spirit 
Malcolm Lipkin: Naboth's Vineyard, Prelude and Dance 
[on the 25th anniversary of the death of Jacqueline du 
Pré, for whom it was written], Summer Evening 
Hugh Wood: Robert Graves Songs Set I, Op18, A Report 
Song in a Dream, between a Shepherd and his Nymph 
Mátyás Seiber: Quatre Chansons Francaises, Pastorale, 
Phantasy 
Leslie-Jane Rogers (soprano), John Turner (recorder), 
Nicholas Trygstad (cello), Janet Simpson 
(piano/harpsichord) 
Tickets:  £13 & £8 
Enquiries:  Julia Seiber Boyd, Cambridge Szeged Society 
Tel. 01223 506064 email: 
jmseiberboyd@virginmedia.com 
Saturday 17 November at 7.30pm 
St Barnabas Church, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing 
Ealing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons 
Edward Gregson: Blazon 
Elgar: Symphony No. 2 
Saturday 24 November at 7.30pm 
St Saviour's Church, St Albans 
St Albans Chamber Choir conducted by John Gibbons 
with Tom Winpenny (organ) 
Tavener: The World is Burning 
Jonathan Dove: Ecce Beatam Lucem 
Jonathan Rathbone: O Nata lux 
+ Singet dem Herrn (Bach) and music by Schutz, Purcell, 
Barber and Mahler 
“O Clouds Unfold” 
An Evening of Choral Music by Sir Hubert Parry 
19.30, Saturday, 1 December 2012  
St. Michael and All Angels, Bedford Park, W4  
Coronation Anthem, I was glad 
Unison Song, Jerusalem (with Parry’s original 
orchestration). 
Ode – The Chivalry of the Sea 
L’Allegro ed Il Pensieroso (in the new performing edition 
by Alistair Jones) 
Kathryn Hyde – Soprano, Louis Hurst – Baritone, 
The Chiswick Choir and Orchestra (leader Ann Park), 
Conductor – Alistair Jones 

Saturday 19 January 2013 at 7.30pm 
St Peter's Church, St Albans 
St Albans Chamber Choir conducted by John Gibbons 
with Tom Winpenny (organ) 
"Centenary Celebrations" 
Britten: Rejoice in the Lamb 
George Lloyd: Requiem 
Saturday 6 April 2013 at 7.30pm 
New Concert Hall - Worms, Germany 
Wormser Kantorei, St Albans Chamber Choir, Ealing 
Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons 
Vaughan Williams: Sea Symphony 
Saturday 18 May 2013 at 7.30pm 
St Barnabas Church, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing 
Ealing Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons and Efi 
Christodoulou (violin) 
Pirates of the Caribbean, Out of Africa 
Robert Still: Violin Concerto - World Premiere 
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6 
Saturday 13 July 2013 at 7.30pm 
St Barnabas Church, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing 
Ealing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons 
George Lloyd: Symphony No. 9 
Gershwin: Piano Concerto 
Mussorgsky/Ravel: Pictures at an Exhibition 

Festivals 
WORLD PREMIERE OF MALCOLM ARNOLD’S OPERA THE 
DANCING MASTER AT THIS YEAR’S MALCOLM ARNOLD 
FESTIVAL 20-21 October 
The 7th Malcolm Arnold Festival returns to the 
composer’s birthplace, Northampton, on Saturday 20 
and Sunday 21 October 2012 at Royal and Derngate, with 
the world premiere of Sir Malcolm’s delightful comic 
opera, The Dancing Master. 
One of the highlights of this packed weekend will be the 
world premiere of The Dancing Master (1951), which 
Arnold and his librettist, Joe Mendoza, based on the 
Restoration play by William Wycherley. The plot follows 
the heroine, Miranda and her two suitors: a French 
dandy and Gerard, who disguises himself as a dancing 
master. The first full semi-staged performance of this 
work to date, it makes use of both Arnold’s sophisticated 
and lighter music and is perfectly paired with a 
performance of Strauss’s operetta, Die Fledermaus. With 
a cast of brilliant young soloists accompanied by The 
Ealing Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of John 
Gibbons, this comic double-bill promises to be a delight. 
Other highlights include the world premiere of a recently 
discovered work for flute and trumpet composed for Sir 
Malcolm by his composition teacher, Gordon Jacob; a 
rare outing for Arnold’s Concert Piece for Percussion and 
Piano, performed by the brilliant young percussionist 
Jude Carlton; a programme of music from stage and 
screen - including Hobson’s Choice, David Copperfield 
and Bridge on the River Kwai march - performed by the 

mailto:jmseiberboyd@virginmedia.com
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Northampton County Youth Orchestra, and a thrilling 
‘Night at the Ballet’ to round off events. The Festival’s 
Director, Paul Harris, said: “We are delighted to be giving 
the world premiere of Malcolm Arnold’s only major 
opera. For one reason or another it has never received a 
live staged performance - and I can guarantee a real 
treat. It’s a comedy and contains some classic Arnold 
writing.” 

Composer Anniversaries 
In the last issue of BMS News, we published a list of 
composers with anniversaries that occur during 2012. As we 
approach 2013, it is appropriate to list some of those 
composers with anniversaries next year. Again, BMS 
members with interests in any of these composers are 
invited to write something for publication in BMS News 
during 2013: 
Benjamin Britten – Centenary of his birth in 1913 
George Lloyd – Centenary of his birth in 1913 
Cedric Thorpe Davie – Centenary of his birth in 1913 
Ronald Center – Centenary of his birth in 1913 
Thomas Merritt – 150th Anniversary of his birth in 1863 
Arthur Somervell – 150th Anniversary of his birth in 1863 
George A. Macfarren – 200th Anniversary of his birth in 
1813 
Richard R. Terry – 75th Anniversary of his death in 1938 
Kenneth Leighton – 25th Anniversary of his death in 1988 
Henry Thomas Smart – 200th Anniversary of his birth in 
1813 

Help Sought 
If anybody is able to help regarding the following enquiries, please 
contact the requester directly: 
From Rupert Marshall-Luck, concerts@rupertluck.com  
Rupert Marshall-Luck has been investigating the Violin 
Sonatas of David Moule-Evans, the manuscripts of which 
were tracked down to the National Library of Wales. Both 
are extremely interesting works, although they have never 
been published. Rupert would like to take them on for the 
EMF and possibly for EM Records and EM Publishing, 
too. The problem is that Moule-Evans's works are still in 
copyright. This appears to be held by a Miss Mary 
Mitchison who lived in or near Canterbury in 1988 at the 
time she gifted the manuscripts to the Library. Does anyone 
have contact details for Miss Mitchison? If so, or if you can 
think of any other avenues we might explore, Rupert and 
Em Marshall-Luck would be hugely grateful! 
From Mrs C Ricketts, philipricketts@sky.com  
I have been trying to find out if there is such a thing as a 
musical score or a recording of the Lea Hall Overture 
composed for massed NCB brass bands by Percy M Young. 
From John Dressler, jdressler@murraystate.edu  
Regarding my Bantock research, I came across [in 
Foreman’s FROM PARRY TO BRITTEN] a footnote that 
mentions the following publication. Sadly, WORLD cat 
doesn’t list ANY UK library that holds it! By any chance if 

you or someone you know owns a copy, could you look 
inside it and let me know the date, venue, conductor, 
performers of Bantock’s opera, CAEDMAR that was 
performed as part of the festival in 1985? MANY thanks 
indeed! 
British Opera in Retrospect: A Project to Encourage the 
Performance of British Operas, Stan Meares (1985) English 
Book 149 S. [Upminster, Essex], ISBN: 095069021X 
9780950690216 
From John Southey, johnmegansouthey@gmail.com 
Is anybody able to confirm if Leslie Woodgate ever gave 
organ concerts for the BBC? If he did, did he ever work 
with a "Southey"? I would like to find out to prove or 
disprove a family story that a (I think) Dorothy Southey 
broadcast with him. I would be grateful for any 
information. 
From Mike Barnes, dickthebutcher@hotmail.co.uk  
I've been trying to find the complete lyrics to a (fairly) well-
known F.E. Weatherly song called Nirvana. ('I have knelt in 
the mighty temples, but the dumb gods make no sign' etc). I 
stumbled across Weatherley while I was digging around for 
some material on Michael Maybrick ('The Holy City', and 
brother-in-law to alleged murderess Florence - was Michael 
actually the killer and set the innocent Flo up? Maybrick 
prospered and became mayor and all-round pillar of society 
in Ryde Isle of Wight, where my father knew him 
immediately after World War 1. 
From Lloyd Barnett, l.barnett@ntlworld.com  
I am trying to find out if there is a Concert Band version of 
The Boulevardier by Curzon. Can you help please? 
From Mark Stone, info@stonerecords.co.uk  
Mark Stone of Stone Records needs help with dates for the 
following poets whose verse was set by Quilter: 
Arthur Heald (?-?), Edward Mordaunt Spencer (?-1888), 
Olive Mary Denson (?-?) 

In Brief 
The British Symphonic Collection 

I am informed by BMS Member Vincent Budd that The 
British Symphonic Collection featured in In Brief in the 
July issue of BMS News is actually available from Amazon in 
the UK at a substantially lower price! No member should 
now be without this essential component of a British Music 
CD collection. 

Congratulations! 
BMS Member Ernest Tomlinson was made an MBE in the 
recent Honours List. The Committee sends its 
congratulations to him. 

Books 
George Butterworth 

A new biography of the composer, folk song and dance 
collector and soldier George Butterworth is due to be 
published this autumn. BMS member Anthony Murphy’s 
book Banks of Green Willow: The Life and Times of George 
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Butterworth places the life and music of the composer in the 
cultural and political context of late Victorian and 
Edwardian England and draws on an hitherto unpublished 
collection of  Butterworth’s correspondence and other 
material including archive photographs. His musical 
compositions are discussed informatively and his 
friendships with other composers and musicians such as R 
O Morris, F S Kelly, Hugh Allen, E J Dent, Cecil Sharp 
and, particularly, Ralph Vaughan Williams are considered in 
some depth. The book concludes with a detailed account of 
Butterworth’s war years, during which he was 
recommended three times for the Military Cross before his 
tragic death in the battle of the Somme. 
Please contact the publishers, Cappella Archive (Tel: 01684 
565 022 and byram@cappella-archive.com ) for further 
details. 

Members Discount Offers 

NOTE! Following increases in postal charges and 
other price adjustments, there has been a general 

alteration to the prices 
MEMBERS' DISCOUNT OFFERS - Other label CDs 
Offer 1) DUTTON - LYRITA - NIMBUS etc. 
We are able to offer members - 
Nimbus 5000 series/Lyrita/Saydisc/Amon Ra £11-50 
Nimbus 7000 series/Quartz £8-75 
Dutton CDLX £9-25 
Dutton CDLF £5-35 
FOR THESE OFFERS ONLY THE MINIMUM 
ORDER IS 2 (Two) CDs. ALSO THIS IS AN OPEN 
OFFER. HOWEVER, PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS 
FOR DELIVERY (to allow for my possible absence, 
other delays etc.). Delivery should be within a week or 
so however. 
Offer 2) Usual Labels Offer. CLOSING DATE FOR 
THIS OFFER: 30 November 2012 (Should you wish to 
order a minimum of 10 CDs from the Select list of labels, 
or 4 CDs from the Priory list this deadline does not apply).  
Best known labels currently available are as follows:- 
Select: Naxos, Chandos, BIS, Hyperion, APR, BBC 
Legends, Cello Classics, Clarinet Classics, Collegium, CPO, 
Da Capo, Gimell, LPO, Opera Rara, Proprius (Sweden), 
Bridge (USA), Michael Nyman, Ondine (Finland), Profil 
(Germany) 
Priory: Albany-TROY, Altarus, Guild, Meridian, Priory, 
Amphion, Dynamic, Sterling (Sweden) 
Pricing has become more varied, with at least one label 
(CPO) having differing prices but using one label code and 
number system for them all. As a standard price please use 
£11-75 for Select labels and £11 for Priory labels. Specific 
exceptions: APR £8-25; BBC Legends £10-25; LPO £8-50; 
Marco Polo £10 and Naxos £5-75. 
These labels have a variety of different prefixes and prices. 
Those quoted are probably the main ones. Orders for other 
categories will be priced appropriately on delivery. If 
specific items come in under standard price the cost to 

members will be suitably adjusted. This can be catered for 
by an open cheque. 
Some other labels are available and a complete list can be 
provided on request. We cannot assume all discs on all 
labels will always be available, but we are happy to try to 
obtain them. We can make requests for catalogues but these 
may not necessarily be available. 
Prices include postage inland. Members requiring overseas 
shipment or payment other than in £ sterling should 
contact the Hon. Treasurer for appropriate prices. 
Please send all orders in writing to the Hon. Treasurer 
together with payment by OPEN cheque with maximum 
value indicated. Cheques in favour of 'The British Music 
Society'. 
Once ordered discs must be paid for if supplied. Should you 
wish to cancel anything already ordered please contact the 
Hon. Treasurer as soon as possible and he will endeavour 
to assist. Members must understand that delivery times may 
be extended depending on order levels, minimum order 
requirements of the suppliers etc. and cannot necessarily 
expect delivery by return (we hold no stocks). Hon. Treasurer 

Ashgate Books Offer 
Ashgate Publishing has a web page especially put together 
for the British Music Society. You will be able to reach this 
page via the BMS Website or using the URL 
www.ashgate.com/bms and find titles of interest to you 
here with a special Society discount. The book selections 
will be regularly updated and the discount will be 25%, so 
now is your chance to get some of those titles you’ve 
missed in the past! 
To order books and claim your discount, simply select the 
books you wish to purchase and add them to your shopping 
basket, type your discount code into the field marked 
“Promotional Code” and the website will calculate your 
order to reflect the Society’s discount. The code that you 
need is H9CHH50. If for any reason you would prefer to 
order by telephone, please call our distributors, Bookprint 
Ltd, on +44 (0) 1235 827730 and quote the discount code 
when placing the order. 

Michael Hurd  
We have now reached the fifth release including music by 
Michael Hurd funded by the Michael Hurd Bequest through 
the Charitable Trust. This release on Dutton CDLX 7280 
combines his major choral/orchestral work The Shepherd's 
Calendar with Ronald Corp's And All the Trumpets Sounded. 
The performers are Roderick Williams (Mark Stone in the 
Corp) (baritone), The London Chorus, Bournemouth SO 
conducted by Ronald Corp. 
A stock of copies is available to members through the Hon. 
Treasurer at the special price of £6 (£7 Europe $13 
elsewhere) postage included. Cheques favour The British 
Music Society or US$12-50 (favour S.C. Trowell) whilst 
stocks last. 
Copies of the previous releases for details of which see 
BMS News 133 Page 32, BMS News 130 Page 425 and BMS 
News 129 Page 378 may be ordered through the Hon. 
Treasurer 

mailto:byram@cappella-archive.com
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Announcements 
BMS Annual General Meeting 

The 34th Annual General Meeting of the British Music 
Society took place at St. John’s, Smith Square on Saturday, 
23 June 2012. Among the items discussed were: 
Committee – Members elected this year:  Honorary 
Secretary: Shea Lolin. Committee Member: Wendy 
Hiscocks. 
Previous Committee – David Knight, Pauline Gilliard and 
Raphael Terroni stepped down from the Committee. Our 
sincere thanks to them for their service to the Society.  
BMS Productions Ltd – Company founded by the 
Society; to take financial and legal responsibility for 
recordings and publications (e.g. Journal) to become the 
publishing arm of the Society. This will not change the way 
members interact with the Society.  
Recordings – Members should submit 
suggestions/requests for recordings to Martin Cotton. 
Service to the Society Awards – John Talbot received this 
award for service as Chair of the Society and his work on 
recordings. Rob Barnett received this award for his long 
service to the Society, particularly as Editor. 
Absent Friends – Stan Meares had sadly passed on. The 
Chairman had sent condolences to the family on behalf of 
the Society.  
Second Hand Music – Could Members please be vigilant 
for old sheet music and scores in second-hand bookshops, 
charity shops etc. The Society was concerned about 
publishers destroying sets of music for storage space. 
The full minutes of the AGM will be available from the Hon. 
Secretary in due course. 

INCREASE IN POSTAGE RATES 
Everybody will be aware of the swingeing increase in 
postage rates which was effective from 30 April. I am 
certain you can all appreciate that whilst some increase was 
expected, at this level it blows a very large hole in the 
Society's finances. By my estimate this could be of the order 
of £500pa. Being in the course of already administering a 
subscription rise the Committee are minded not to make a 
further overall change. However, I do ask those members 
who might be prepared to take their NEWS electronically 
to make an active decision to do so now, to assist us in 
dealing with this situation. Full details follow. Thank you, 
Stephen Trowell Hon. Treasurer 

Electronic BMS News 
Any Member may take News electronically. You may find 
an electronic copy both quicker and more convenient and it 
will save the Society postage! Please email Christopher 
Johns at christopher@johns.uk.com and copy Stephen 
Trowell at sct.bms1943@eldy.org and Rob Barnett at 
rob.barnett1@btinternet.com if you would like to change to 
this option. 
Members who take News by this method will no longer be 
sent the printed version but will received an email with a 
PDF attached of News as soon as each issue is published. 
Membership subscription fees will remain unchanged and 

issues of the journal British Music will continue to be 
published in printed form only. However, Overseas 
Members who choose to receive BMS News by electronic 
delivery will only be required to pay the equivalent UK 
subscription rate in future years, rather than the appropriate 
overseas rate that includes higher postal costs. 

New Members 
We welcome the following new members that have joined 
the society during the past few months: 
Fiona Southey, London 
Karen Fletcher, Fulham 

Financial Bequests to the Society 
If any member has already arranged a bequest to the Society 
or is so considering doing, would they please note the 
following: 
given the formation of the Charitable Trust, if their bequest 
has conditions for its use attached to it and/or particularly 
if it is of a more substantial amount (£5,000 or more), 
would the benefactor kindly arrange for the bequest to be 
made to The British Music Society Charitable Trust 
(Registered No. 1122597) rather than directly to the Society. 
If the wish is that the monies are to be used only by the 
Society, this can be made a condition for any bequest. If any 
bequests have already been included in wills, as far as is 
conveniently possible, would the benefactor take any 
opportunity to revise their bequest to take account of these 
remarks. 

Stephen Trowell, Hon. Treasurer 
Index to British Music; Journal Vols. 21 - 30 

Copies of the latest instalment of the Journal Index are now 
available on request to the Hon. Treasurer. UK members 
please send a self-addressed A5 size envelope stamped at 
minimum rate. Indices (two) covering the previous editions 
are also available. If required in addition, UK members 
please stamp envelope at minimum of Large Letter rate. 
Overseas members - US please send $3 and add $1 per 
additional index required (Cheques favour S.C. Trowell). 
European and other members contact the Hon. Treasurer 
to discuss means of payment. 

Errors & Omissions 
BMS News 134, July 2012, p43, Henry Gibson 
Despite my best proof-reading efforts, the item on Henry 
Gibson suggested in the title that the year of his death was 
1054!! It should, of course, have read 1954. 
  

mailto:christopher@johns.uk.com
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Introducing the Committee  
Chairman – John Gibbons 
John Gibbons is one of the leading conductors of British music 
and is principal conductor of Worthing Symphony Orchestra, 
the professional orchestra of West Sussex, with whom he has 
presented many British works – including the world premiere 
of John McCabe’s orchestration of Alwyn’s Flute Concerto and 
Holbrooke’s “The Birds of Rhiannon”. John is also music 
director of Ealing Symphony Orchestra and in June they gave 
the world premiere concert performance of Alwyn’s Violin 
Concerto with Lorraine McAslan at St John’s, Smith Square. 
John is also a renowned choral conductor – he conducted 
Joubert, W.G. Whittaker and Vaughan Williams with the 
Milton Keynes Chorale in the 2000 BMS choral competition. In 
recent years, he has been Music Director of the St Albans 
Chamber Choir with whom he has performed George Lloyd’s 
Requiem as well as choral works by Delius, Bax, Bliss, John 
Joubert and Richard Rodney Bennett. 
 
Secretary – Shea Lolin 
Shea Lolin studied at the Colchester Institute School of Music, 
with Charles Hine and Angela Fussell (clarinet), Alan Bullard for 
composition and Christopher Phelps for conducting. While at 
‘The Institute’, Shea won several awards including the John 
Myatt Cup for Solo Woodwind. It was during his studies that 
he became interested in British clarinet repertoire, playing all 
the major pieces by composers such as Alwyn, Bax, Bevan, 
Bush, Cooke and Stanford to name just a few. Shea continues 
with his fascination with the towering clarinet Sonata by 
Herbert Howells, both from the perspective of performer and 
musicologist.  
Shea is also a busy conductor of several choirs and wind 
ensembles in London and is passionate about programming 
British music from the Renaissance to rehearsing material for a 
world première. Shea holds educational posts in both 
independent and maintained sectors including Lecturer of the 
wind department for Morley College, tutor for the Benslow 
Music Trust, Clarinet and Saxophone Society of Great Britain.  
As a liturgical musician, Shea is the Director of Music and 
organist for the Catholic parish of Manor Park. He is also an 
organist for Musical Tributes Associates agency and has 
appeared on BBC television and radio. Shea was appointed 
Secretary to the British Music Society in Summer 2012. 
Treasurer – Stephen Trowell 
Stephen Trowell needs little introduction to most members as 
he was probably one of the first people they had contact 
within the Society when beginning their membership. A 
Founder member of the BMS, he has been the only Treasurer 
the Society has known (for better or worse). His musical 
interests date back some 60 years, when the world of 
recordings etc. was very different. Growing up without anyone 
seemingly telling him what he should or should not concern 
himself with has given him a broad range of interests in 
'classical' music not just in the BMS vein and much that is 
obscure. A working life spent in banking (mostly not on any 
High Street), he was retired about 15 years ago, leaving his 
former employer in a satisfactory financial state (so don't 
blame him for more recent events). Apart from the Society's 
books he also looks after aspects of membership and sales and 
other motley issues to keep 'the show on the road', and 
although he is not expecting to give up any time soon he hopes 
he might gradually 'wind down', although he appears to have 
been less than successful in that respect in recent times. 
Editor (BMS News & British Music) – Ian Maxwell 
Ian graduated with a B.Mus degree from Aberdeen University 
in 1979 but has loved British Music from an early age – 
inspired by listening to his mother singing and playing the 
songs of Finzi, Quilter, Warlock and Michael Head. While at 
Aberdeen, he was a founder-member of the splendidly-named 
Havergal Brian and British Music Society and served as its 
Recitals Co-ordinator for two years. Ian has been a Life 
Member of the BMS for nearly 20 years. He has also been a 
member of the Peter Warlock and Havergal Brian Societies. Ian 

is presently in the final stages of completing a Ph.D thesis on 
the music of Ernest John Moeran under the supervision of 
Professor Jeremy Dibble in the Music Department at the 
University of Durham. 
Committee Member – Edward Clark 
Edward Clark's career has moved from commerce to music 
over the past six years, building on relationships established 
over the past twenty or so years. His roles include composer 
management (David Matthews and Edward Gregson), festival 
production (The Padstow Festival, GB, the St Petersburg British 
Music Festivals in 2007 and 2009 and the Kuusamo Festival, 
Finland) and various CD projects acting in the A&R role. He is 
President of the UK Sibelius Society and Chairman of the 
Barnes Music Society, London 
Committee Member – Martin Cotton 
Martin Cotton spent much of his working life as a producer for 
BBC Radio 3, both on staff and as a freelance, with five years 
as Chief Producer of the BBC Symphony Orchestra, which 
coincided with the arrival of Andrew Davis as Chief Conductor, 
and the launch of The British Line series of recordings for 
Warner Classics. Later he produced recordings in Douglas 
Bostock's British Symphonic Collection. He was on the 
committee of the SPNM for many years, but has an interest in 
British music which extends backwards into the nineteenth 
century. 
Committee Member – Rodney Foord 
Now retired, Rodney spent his working life in commerce but 
has always held a wide range of musical interests. For a time, 
he was involved in the administration of a local symphony 
orchestra in Kent. However, his main interest has been in the 
history of music and in acquiring a very large collection of 
recordings. A specific love of  music from these shores 
developed in the 1980's when he began to attend regularly 
every year the Three Choirs Festival and joined various 
composer groups like the Elgar Society and Finzi Friends  along 
with BMS. British music now makes up about half of Rodney’s 
burgeoning collection of recordings littering the house and his 
fascination in the depth and breadth and variety of our home 
grown music seems to intensify with the passage of time. Like 
so many he deplores the lack of opportunity to hear British 
compositions played in the concert hall and this along with the 
need to preserve our musical heritage for future generations 
to enjoy is why Rodney has joined the BMS committee. 
Committee Member – Wendy Hiscocks 
Wendy Hiscocks (1963) was born in Wollongong and studied 
composition with the celebrated Australian composer Peter 
Sculthorpe at the University of Sydney. In 1988 she moved to 
London and has received commissions, premières and 
broadcasts from distinguished soloists, ensembles, choirs and 
festivals from around the world. These have included Piers 
Lane and Roy Howat (piano), Rachel Nicholls and Elizabeth 
Connell (soprano), Madeleine Mitchell (violin), Michael Collins 
(clarinet), Sydney Chamber Choir, Jesus College Choir 
(Cambridge), Schubert Ensemble (London), King’s Lynn and 
Aldeburgh Festivals (UK), Spitalfields Festival (London), 
Australian Festival of Chamber Music, Amadeus Festival 
(Geneva), Radio Suisse Romande, Radio France, ABC Radio and 
TV, BBC Radio 3 and the British Film Institute. She has recently 
completed a doctorate on the music of Arthur Benjamin, a 
subject which is now the focus of a biography she is writing, 
and has released a recording of her chamber music on the 
Symposium label. Her skills as composer-pianist are in demand 
for silent film accompaniment with appearances at the BFI 
South Bank, the Barbican, UK Festivals and Welsh National 
Opera. 
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